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A b s t r a c t
The main aim of this thesis has been to investigate the distinction between a non­
resonant and resonant Hopf bifurcation from relative equilibria.
Resonant and nonresonant Hopf bifurcations from relative equilibria posed in two 
spatial dimensions, in systems with Euclidean SE(2) symmetry, have been exten­
sively studied in the context of spiral waves in a plane and are now well understood. 
We initially investigate Hopf bifurcations from relative equilibria posed in systems 
with compact SO(3) symmetry where SO(3) is the group of rotations in three di­
mensions/on a sphere. Unlike the S E (2) case the skew product equations cannot be 
solved directly and we use the normal form theory due to Fiedler and Turaev [16] 
to simplify these systems. We show that the normal form theory resolves the non­
resonant case, but not the resonant case. New methods developed in this thesis 
combined with the normal form theory resolves the resonant case. We find that the 
resonant Hopf bifurcation produces a motion which is strikingly different from the 
nonresonant case.
By considering the geometric properties of the underlying relative equilibrium we 
give a definition of resonance directly related to the Hopf bifurcation phenomena. 
This yields conditions for the occurrence of a resonant Hopf bifurcation from a 
relative equilibrium in a system with general compact symmetry. By extending the 
approach used to resolve the SO(3) case we then solve the skew product equations 
for a general compact symmetry group.
The specific case of a Hopf bifurcation from a relative equilibria with symmetry 
of an irregular dodecahedron is also considered. Furthermore we look at nonreso­
nant and resonant Hopf Bifurcations from relative equilibria posed in a system with 
noncompact Euclidean symmetry in three spatial dimensions.
V
I n t r o d u c t i o n  a n d  O v e r v i e w
Spiral waves are rigidly rotating states and have been observed in a variety of envi­
ronments. Examples include chemical reactions such as the Belousov-Zhabotinsky 
reaction [38], CO oxidation on platinum surfaces [27] and electrical activity in car­
diac cells [6 , 39]. In the latter case, when communication between the cardiac cells 
is blocked then the spiral waves break into smaller drifting and meandering spi­
rals. This is believed to be a cause of ventricular fibrillation in hearts [6] - where 
the heart’s electrical activity becomes disordered and as a result pumps little or 
no blood, thus causing cardiac arrest. This breakup from a rigidly rotating to a 
meandering and drifting spiral is an example of a bifurcation.
Mathematically, a bifurcation arises when a qualitative change to a solution 
occurs as one or more parameters are varied. We define the codimension of a bi­
furcation to be the minimum number of parameters required for the bifurcation to 
occur.
The theory behind codimension-one local bifurcations from equilibria in systems 
without symmetry is well known. There are two types of bifurcations - Saddle- 
Node and Hopf. For full details we refer the reader to [25, 19]. There is also an 
approach to local bifurcations from equilibria in systems with compact symmetry, 
or equivariant bifurcation theory. In particular the equivariant branching lemma 
postulates the existence of solution branches subject to certain conditions on the 
isotropy subgroups. The main text in this area is by Golubitsky et al [22].
The above theory has been extended to bifurcations from relative equilibria. A 
relative equilibrium is a group orbit which is invariant under the flow of an equivari­
ant vector field. For compact Lie groups, Krupa [29] showed that bifurcations from 
a relative equilibrium can be described by a bifurcation from an equilibrium modu­
lated by a drift along the group orbit. This was extended to non-compact Lie groups 
by Fiedler et al [15] and Sandstede et al [33]. Under certain technical hypotheses, it
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was shown in [33] that in a neighbourhood of the relative equilibrium an equivariant 
center manifold reduction can be performed and the flow can be described by a set 
of skew product equations on T  x V ; where T  is the symmetry group and V  is a 
finite-dimensional vector space.
A rotating wave is an example of a relative equilibrium which is stationary in 
a rigidly rotating frame. Hopf bifurcation from rotating waves typically yields a 
quasiperiodic motion, which we refer to as a modulated rotating wave (MRW). In 
[31] Rand predicts the modulated rotating waves that occur from bifurcations posed 
in circular domains and shows that these predictions conform to states seen in certain 
experiments. Returning to spiral waves, if we consider a Hopf bifurcation from a 
spiral wave, then there are two intrinsic frequencies, u)b and ujr \ where is the 
Hopf frequency and cor is the rotation frequency of the spiral wave. There is a 
resonance if ujr is an integer multiple of ujb. Considering a system of ODEs with 
planar Euclidean symmetry, Barkley [3] showed tha t a nonresonant Hopf bifurcation 
results in a quasiperiodic meandering motion; whilst a resonant Hopf bifurcation 
leads to a linearly drifting spiral wave. This was confirmed rigorously by Wulff [40] 
using a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. Sandstede et al [33] (see also Golubitsky 
et al [20]) recovered the same results by following the center bundle approach of 
Krupa [29]. In [21] Golubitsky et al discuss how these patterns behave in physical 
space. In particular, it is shown that the rigid motion of the modulated rotating 
wave, or modulated travelling wave in the case of the linearly drifting spiral, is 
governed by the group orbit directions.
O v e r v i e w  o f  t h e  T h e s i s
In this thesis we primarily consider Hopf bifurcation from relative equilibria in sys­
tems with 50 (3 ) and S E (3) symmetry and for general compact Lie groups. In 
particular, we explore and clarify the dichotomy of nonresonant and resonant Hopf 
bifurcations. We focus mainly on relative equilibria with trivial isotropy.
In Chapter 2 we review some background material on bifurcations from equi­
libria in systems with and without symmetry. As an example of this material, we 
analyse Hopf bifurcation from an equilibrium with T/t =  T © Z2(—I )  symmetry 
in Chapter 3. Here the group T is the rotation group of the tetrahedron, /  is the 
identity and Z2(—I )  is the group describing an inversion with respect to the origin. 
The group T/t is the symmetry group of the pyritoliedron, an irregular dodecahe­
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dron [35]. The symbol used to describe this group is Schoenflies notation, this is 
standard nomenclature to describe types of space groups [26, Chapter 12.1].
Chapter 4 provides the background on bifurcations from relative equilibria. We 
describe the skew product equations and the implications of Krupa’s results [29]; in 
the process we set some notation for the rest of the thesis. We also give a condition 
for solvability of the skew product equations and discuss Floquet theory which helps 
to describe the motion in the group direction. As an illustration of these issues we 
return to Hopf bifurcation from a spiral wave in a planar domain; with particular 
emphasis on the distinction between resonant and nonresonant Hopf bifurcations. In 
Chapter 5, we investigate a Hopf bifurcation from a pattern with nontrivial isotropy, 
namely D5 symmetry, in a system with planar Euclidean symmetry.
Hopf bifurcation from rotating waves in spherical geometry is analysed in Chap­
ter 6 . Here the skew product equations are not solvable so we utilise the normal form 
reduction of Fiedler & Turaev [16]. We find that this resolves the nonresonant case, 
since the normal form procedure essentially reduces the skew product equations onto 
50 (2 ) and this is a solvable group. The resonant case is less straightforward, but 
we show how to use the normal form to obtain a solution. In doing so, we recover 
by different methods similar results of Wulff [41] (see also Comanici [11]).
In Chapter 7 we investigate the definition of resonance and clarify exactly when 
a resonant Hopf bifurcation occurs for arbitrary compact Lie groups. We also show 
how the skew product equations can be solved in the nonresonant and resonant 
cases, generalising the results for 50 (3).
Chapter 8 is an extension of the analysis for 50 (3) to S E (3). Since SE(3) — 
50 (3 ) x R3 the extension is straightforward, in principle, but the results are striking.
In Chapter 9 we consider the problem of a Hopf bifurcation from a relative equi­
librium with Th isotropy in a system with 0(3) symmetry. We use the results of 
Chapter 3 to analyse the bifurcation in the normal directions. The equivariance 
conditions provide extra conditions on the structure of the group directions. Conse­
quently we cannot solve the group equations directly and we use the same technique 
as in the 50(3) resonant case to yield solutions.
A brief derivation of the Floquet representation is given in Appendix A. Explicit 
calculations for the normal form reduction of 50 (3) and S E (3) may be found in 
Appendix B. Chapters 3 and 5 are fairly routine illustrations of the material de­
scribed in Chapters 2 and 4. Chapters 6 , 7, 8 and 9 are original work. The latter 
parts of Chapter 4 and the analysis of Chapter 6 has been published as a solo author
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paper [7]. Chapter 7 is joint work with Ian Melbourne [8] and is in preparation for 
submission. Chapter 8 will be prepared for a further publication.
4
B i f u r c a t i o n s  f r o m  E q u i l i b r i a
In this chapter we provide a brief review on bifurcations from equilibria. The first 
section discusses codimension-one bifurcation in a system with no symmetry. The 
theory behind this has been well established. For full details we refer to, for in­
stance, Guckenheimer &; Holmes [25]. The second section investigates systems with 
symmetry and culminates in the equivariant branching lemma for Steady-State and 
Hopf bifurcations.
2 . 1  B i f u r c a t i o n s  w i t h o u t  S y m m e t r y
Let V  be a finite dimensional vector space. Consider a system of ODEs
x =  f ( x ,  A), (2 .1)
where /  : V x M —> V is a smooth mapping, x  £ V  and A € R is a bifurcation 
parameter. Assume that there is a steady-state at (^0, A0) £ k  xR. As the parameter 
A is varied this equilibrium may lose stability and a new branch of equilibria may 
bifurcate from the steady-state.
A steady-state is hyperbolic if all the eigenvalues of the linearisation D f  at the 
steady-state have non-zero real part. It is known that hyperbolic steady-states 
persist under small perturbations of the flow. Therefore a bifurcation of a steady- 
state can only occur if the steady-state is nonhyperbolie.
D efin ition  2.1. (c.f. [22, page 412]) Consider
x =  f ( x ,  A), f ( x 0, A0) =  0. (2.2)
Then as A passes through Ao there is a steady-state bifurcation at (#o, %) if (D f ) ( xo> a0) 
has eigenvalues with zero real part.
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We can always shift the steady-state to the origin, i.e. (x0, A0) =  (0 , 0), by a 
simple change of coordinates.
Since we are considering a bifurcation in a system without symmetry, generically 
the linearisation D f  0,0) has a simple zero eigenvalue or a complex conjugate pair of 
purely imaginary eigenvalues. From this we have two types of bifurcations, Steady - 
State and Hopf.
We can analyse such bifurcations with the help of two main tools, the Center 
Manifold Theorem and Birkhoff normal form reduction. The dynamics of the system
(2 .1) can be reduced to the dynamics on its center manifold since the dynamics off 
the center manifold is known. Once a center manifold reduction has been performed 
we can make additional coordinate transformations to the vector field on the center 
manifold. This yields the Birkhoff normal form  of the vector field and helps to 
simplify any further analysis.
2 .1 .1  S t e a d y - S t a t e  B i f u r c a t i o n s
Suppose that (2 .1) has a steady-state at (0,0). If the linearisation (F>/)(0)o) has 
a zero eigenvalue, then generically the center manifold is one-dimensional and the 
equation on the center manifold is
x  =  f [ x ,  A),
where x  E R and /  : R x R  —> R. We also have /(0 , 0) =  0 and (D f ) (o,o) =  0. There­
fore the equilibrium at (0,0) undergoes a bifurcation. Given further nondegeneracy 
conditions
/a(0, 0) A 0 and fxx(0, 0) f  0, (2.3)
(here the subscripts denote partial derivatives) the implicit function theorem guar­
antees the existence of two branches of equilibria near to (0,0). Furthermore one 
branch of equilibria is stable whilst the other is unstable. This is known as a saddle- 
node bifurcation.
For example, consider
x =  f ( x , A) =  A — x 2,
where A € R is the bifurcation parameter. There is a steady-state at (x, A) =  (0,0) 
and further steady-states are given by the set of solutions x — ±\/A . Hence we 
have no solutions if A < 0 and two branches of solutions x± =  ± \/A  for all A > 0.
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Evaluating the linearisation of f ( x ,  A) at these branches yields D f \ x+ =  — 2x\x+ — 
—2 \/A < 0 , hence the x + branch is stable and similarly the x _ branch is unstable.
We can plot all this information in a bifurcation diagram showing the location 
and stability of the steady-states in (x , A) space, see Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: B ifu rca tio n  d iag ram  for th e  sadd le-node b ifu rca tion . Bold 
(dashed) lines denote stable (unstable) states.
2 .1 .2  H o p f  B i f u r c a t i o n
Consider a hosepipe hanging downwards and let water flow through it. When the 
flow rate is small the hose remains steady and as the flow rate is increased the hose 
starts to oscillate leading to two possible modes [22], Either the hose swings like 
a pendulum in a vertical plane or the hose tip traces out a circle in the horizontal 
plane. Which mode we see depends upon the system parameters. This is an example 
of a Hopf bifurcation: a steady-state bifurcates to a periodic state.
A Hopf bifurcation arises as a pair of complex-conjugate eigenvalues crosses the 
imaginary axis as parameters are varied.
E igenvalue C rossing C ond ition
The eigenvalues of the linearisation L  =  (jD/)(o,a) depend on the bifurcation param­
eter A. Let the eigenvalues of L  be p(X) =  <r(A) ±  ip (A). Then for a bifurcation to 
occur at A =  0 we require <r(0) =  0. As A is varied, typically p  crosses the imaginary 
axis transversely:
cr'(O) A 0.
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The eigenvalues are said to cross with nonzero speed.
The Birkhoff normal form up to third order is given by
x  =  Xx — u)by — aXy +  b(x2 +  y2)x -  c(x2 +  y2)y ,
y =  Xy +  cobx  +  aXx +  b[x2 +  y2)y +  c(x2 +  y2)x. (2.4)
Here (x , y) are coordinates on the two dimensional center manifold, a, 6, c are real 
constants and u:b is the Hopf frequency. This system has a steady-state at the 
origin (x, y) — (0,0). The linearisation of this system at the origin has eigenvalues 
A ±  i(u)b +  «A). Hence the steady-state is non-hyperbolic at A =  0 and we expect a 
bifurcation at this point. Expressing (2.4) in polar coordinates x — rcos0  and y — 
r  sin 0 yields
r  — Xr +  hr3,
6 =  u b +  aA +  cr2. (2.5)
Therefore there is a trivial solution at r  =  0 which is stable for A < 0 and unstable for
A > 0. Since the r  equation decouples from 0, nonzero solutions to f  — 0 give rise to 
periodic orbits which are circles of radius r  =  The rate of rotation is governed
by (2.5). If b < 0 then the bifurcation is supercritical and the trivial solution 
bifurcates to a stable periodic orbit. If b >  0 then the bifurcation is subcritical and 
the trivial solution bifurcates to an unstable periodic orbit. It is well known that 
these solutions persist if higher order terms are added to the system.
The above bifurcations are the archetypal types of codimension-one bifurcations, so 
called because only one parameter is required for the bifurcation to occur. If more 
than one parameter is varied we can have multiple bifurcations, also known as mode 
interactions. We shall not consider this any further.
2 . 2  S y s t e m s  w i t h  S y m m e t r y
Symmetry can be observed throughout nature. Mathematical models of such sys­
tems should approximate these symmetries. However these very same symmetries 
may complicate the bifurcation analysis. For example, a one-dimensional vector 
field f ( x ,  A) may be equivariant1 with respect to the reflectional symmetry x  h-+ —x . 
^ee Section 2.2.3
Therefore f { —x, A) — —f( x ,  A) and only odd terms appear in the vector field. Con­
sequently the nondegeneracy conditions in (2.3) for saddle-node bifurcation are vi­
olated. However these conditions can be replaced by
/\x (0 , 0 ) A 0 and f xxx(0 , 0) f  0 .
Truncating at cubic order we have
x =  dXx +  ax3, (2.6)
where the constants a, d can be scaled so tha t a ,d =  ± 1, and there is a bifurcation 
at (a:, A) =  (0,0).
We describe the set of solutions when d =  1. There is a branch of steady-states 
at x — 0 for all A; if a — — 1 there are two branches of steady-states at =  ±\/A , 
for A > 0; and if a — 1 there are two branches of steady-states at x± — 3z\/—X for 
A < 0. In both cases it can be shown tha t the two branches have the same stability 
type.
So the trivial solution bifurcates to a pair of fixed points with the same stability 
type. This is a pitchfork bifurcation, as shown in Figure 2.2. The branch of steady- 
states at the trivial solution x — 0 is stable for A < 0 and unstable for A > 0. If 
a =  — 1 the nontrivial branches are supercritical and stable. If a =  1 the nontrivial 
branches are subcritical and unstable.
We now return to the general set-up. Many ODEs or PDEs have symmetries inherent 
in their system and, as seen above, these symmetries may complicate the analysis 
of bifurcations. The assumption of a simple eigenvalue may also not hold. If there 
is one eigenvector then others can be obtained by applying symmetry operations. 
This will force eigenvalues of high multiplicity, hence the center manifold will be of 
high dimension. However, on the positive side, the very same symmetries can be 
exploited in order to predict solutions of the governing equations. There is a vast 
literature on the subject of bifurcations with symmetry (or equivariant bifurcation 
theory) see for example [12, 22] and references therein. The main reference on this 
subject is by Golubitsky et al [22], whose presentation we shall follow closely.
The natural language to use when discussing symmetries is group theory and 
this leads to ideas of group representations and actions.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Bifurcation diagrams for the pitchfork bifurcation with d — 1. (a)
Supercritical a =  — 1. (b) Subcritical a =  1.
2 .2 .1  G r o u p  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s
A representation of a group F is a set of n  x n matrices which conforms to the group 
structure of F and has matrix multiplication as its group operation. More precisely- 
let T be a Lie group and V  a finite dimensional vector space. Then a representation 
of r  on V  is a group homomorphism
where G L {V ) is the set of invertible linear transformations from V  to itself. A group 
can have several representations and we can specify each group representation in 
terms of the group’s generators. Each representation leads to a different action on 
the appropriate space. For example, consider the dihedral group ID)5 generated by 
a reflection k and a rotation p by f f .  The trivial representation of D5 acts as the 
identity on M and the standard two-dimensional representation acts on I 2 =  C by
p : T -> G L(V)
where z € C.
1 0
2 .2 .2  I r r e d u c ib i l i t y
If each matrix M7 in a representation R  can be decomposed into
M7 = A7■7
0 c 7
then 7? is reducible. Those representations that are not reducible are said to be 
irreducible, also known as irreps. More formally we can give the following defini­
tions [22]:
© Let T be a group acting on a finite dimensional vector space V. Then a 
subspace W  C V  is T-invariant if 7  • w <E W  for all 7  G T and w G W.
® A representation of T on V  is irreducible if the only T-invariant subspaces of 
V  are {0} and V .
© A subspace W  C V  is T-irreducible if W  is T-invariant and the action of T on 
W  is irreducible.
We also have a slightly stronger notion than irreducibility. Let R  be a representation 
of T. If the only matrices tha t commute with R  are real scalar multiples of the 
identity then the representation is said to be absolutely irreducible. We note that 
if the action of T is absolutely irreducible then it is irreducible. This has bearings 
when we discuss symmetry breaking.
Iso typ ic  D ecom position
Given an action of a compact Lie group T on V, there exist T-irreducible subspaces 
V\, . . . ,  V3 of V such that V  can be decomposed into a direct sum
The decomposition of a vector space into a sum of irreducible subspaces as in 
(2.7) is not unique. The source of this non-uniqueness arises from the occurrence of 
two or more isomorphic irreps. However, if we consider the T-irreducible subspaces 
of V  and sum together those that are isomorphic to a given irrep, then we can form 
the isotypic decomposition
V  =  Vl © •. • © vs (2.7)
v  =  W i ® • • • e  w , (2.8)
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Here W{ is the sum of all T-irreducible subspaces of V  tha t are isomorphic to a given 
irrep, and is called an isotypic component of V. This decomposition is unique and 
helps to simplify calculations when considering stability of solutions.
2 .2 .3  E q u i v a r i a n t  M a p p i n g s
Consider
x  =  f ( x , A), (2.9)
where /  : Kn x M —+ Rn is a smooth mapping. This system of ODEs is symmetric,
equivariant, or is said to commute with respect to a group T, if
/ ( yx, A) — 7 f ( x ,  A) for all 7  € T. (2.10)
The equivariance condition (2.10) has implications for solutions to x  — 0. If xq 
is a solution then another solution presents itself via 7x0 since / ( 7 ^0) =  7 / ( ^ 0) =  0 . 
In fact we get a whole group orbit of equilibria.
As seen in the example of a pitchfork bifurcation, if a vector field is equivariant 
with respect to a group then this will restrict the terms tha t may appear in the 
Taylor expansion of the vector field. In our applications we may take the Taylor 
expansion of the vector field f ( x ,  A) then apply the equivariance condition (2.10). 
In this manner we can determine the general smooth mapping tha t commutes with 
the action of T.
2 . 3  S t e a d y  S t a t e  B i f u r c a t i o n  w i t h  S y m m e t r y
The details we have discussed so far have just outlined some of the tools and theory 
that describe systems with symmetry. In this section we shall see how all the theory 
ties together and its implications when we consider bifurcations from such systems.
Suppose we have a system of ODEs as in (2.9) that is equivariant with respect 
to the action of a group T. We make the hypotheses
(51) /(0 , A) =  0 so there is a trivial steady-state at x — 0 for all values of the
bifurcation parameter.
(52) (D/)(o,o) =  0 so the linearisation has a zero eigenvalue.
1 2
We would then like to ask what kind of solutions (or patterns) can we expect 
at a point of bifurcation where the trivial solution loses stability. The amount of 
symmetry tha t a solution x  is said to possess is described by its isotropy subgroup 
Ex defined by
Ex =  {7 £ T : j x  =  x ) .  (2 .11)
The initial trivial state at x =  0 is invariant under the full symmetry group, hence it 
has isotropy subgroup T. Suppose this trivial solution undergoes a bifurcation, then 
the bifurcating branches will often possess less symmetry than the trivial solution, 
this is known as symmetry breaking. We may then ask what symmetries or isotropy 
subgroups these solutions have.
The group orbit through a point x  is the set
T a; — {y x  : V7  £ T}.
If 7  £ T then
Yj-fx = 'Y'Yjx'y
This means that two points on the same orbit of T have conjugate isotropy sub­
groups. Hence when looking for isotropy subgroups of F we only have to search for 
subgroups up to conjugacy. An isotropy subgroup is said to be maximal if it is not 
contained in any larger isotropy subgroup other than T.
Instead of looking for isotropy subgroups we could turn the question around and 
ask: given a subgroup, E C F, what are the points that are left invariant by E? 
That is, we require the fixed point space of E, Fix(E), defined by
Fix(E) =  { x  £ V  : j x  =  x  for all 7  £ E}.
L em m a 2 .2 . Let f  : V  x l  —> V  be a smooth F-equivariant mapping. Let E be a 
subgroup o fF . Then
/ ( Fix(E) x l ) c  Fix(E).
Therefore Fix(E) forms an / - invariant subspace of V, so we can restrict the 
mapping f ( x y A) to Fix(E) and look for solutions there. This idea forms the ba­
sis of the Equivariant Branching Lemma, originally by Vanderbauwhede [36] and 
Cicogna [13]. We state a version in Golubitsky et al [22].
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T h eo rem  2.3 (Equivariant Branching Lemma (EBL)). Assume we have the hy­
potheses (S I)  and (S2) specified at the start of this section and let T act absolutely 
irreducibly on V. Let c(A) =  x) and assume that c'(0) f  0. Let E be an isotropy 
subgroup satisfying
dim Fix(E) =  1. (2.12)
Then there exists a unique smooth branch of solutions to f  — 0 such that the isotropy 
subgroup of each solution is E.
This lemma helps form a strategy for finding solutions. Once the isotropy sub­
groups have been found, we can identify those isotropy subgroups which are axial -  
has a one-dimensional fixed point space. Then by the EBL we have solutions with 
tha t symmetry. For those isotropy subgroups which are not axial, the situation is a 
bit more tricky. One method would be to consider the general equivariant mapping 
and restrict it to the fixed point space of these non-axial isotropy subgroups. Then 
often we can find solutions from this restricted space subject to extra non-degeneracy 
conditions.
2 . 4  H o p f  B i f u r c a t i o n  w i t h  S y m m e t r y
In this section we discuss the occurrence of a Hopf bifurcation in a system with 
symmetry. As usual let T be a Lie group and consider a system of ODEs
X =  f ( x ,\), (2.13)
where x  G K.n, A € M is the bifurcation parameter and /  : l n x I  Mn is a smooth 
T-equivariant mapping. That is, for all 7  G T
7 /Or, A) =  / ( 7 a;, A). (2.14)
We also make the following hypotheses:
(H I)  Assume that /(0 , A) =  0, so this system has a trivial steady-state at x =  0 for 
all values of A.
(H 2) D f io,o) has imaginary eigenvalues ±iu jb.
In the next section we discuss when (H 2) is satisfied.
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We require the linearisation of f i x ,  A) to have imaginary eigenvalues in order for 
a Hopf bifurcation to occur. As in the steady-state case the presence of symmetry 
can complicate matters. It may cause eigenvalues of high multiplicity and more 
importantly we may not even get purely imaginary eigenvalues.
For example, if T acts absolutely irreducibly upon Mn then applying the chain 
rule to (2.14) evaluated at the point of bifurcation (0,0) yields
P /)(o ,o)7  =  7(U)(o,o).
Hence (D/)(o,o) is a scalar multiple of the identity and its eigenvalues are real. So if 
a group acts absolutely irreducibly on Mn then Hopf bifurcation cannot occur.
However, consider the case where 0(2) acts on M2 ® R2 =  C2 by the diagonal 
action j ( z i , zf) =  (7^1, 7 ^2) • Then the commuting matrices take the form
(  a l2 b l2 \
V oI2 d l2 j  ’
where a, b, c, d £ R and h  is the 2 x 2  identity matrix. In this case, by taking the 
appropriate values for a, b, c, d, we can get purely imaginary eigenvalues and Hopf 
bifurcation with 0 (2 ) symmetry can occur.
On the other hand consider the natural action of 50 (2 ) on M2 =  C given by 
O.z =  el6z, where 0 £ [0,27r). This is irreducible but not absolutely irreducible, since 
the commuting linear mappings are of the form
{ : ! ) ■
where a, b £ M. These mappings have purely imaginary eigenvalues when a =  0. 
Thus Hopf bifurcation for an ODE posed on K2 with 50 (2) symmetry can occur. 
The preceding examples motivate the following definition,
D efin ition  2.4. A representation R  of F is T-simple if either
a) R =  V  ® V  where V  is absolutely irreducible for F 
or,
b) R  is irreducible but not absolutely irreducible for F.
A result from [22, Chapter XVI, Proposition 1.4] states that if the linearisation 
D/(o,o) has purely imaginary eigenvalues, then the corresponding real generalised 
eigenspace of D /(0)0) is generically T-simple.
2 .4 .1  T -s im p le  R e p r e s e n ta t io n s
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The hosepipe example mentioned in Section 2.1.2 is an example of a Hopf bifurcation 
with symmetry. The system is equivariant with respect to the orthogonal group 
0 (2), thus the trivial solution is invariant under all reflections and rotations in the 
plane. At the point of bifurcation the symmetry breaks and we have two possible 
solutions (modes), standing waves and rotating waves. A standing wave swings in 
a fixed vertical plane and has a reflectional symmetry. The rotating wave solution 
traces out a circle in the horizontal plane and demonstrates a mixture of spatial 
and temporal symmetries. More precisely a rotation of the hose through an angle 0 
produces the same pattern as the time evolution by a fraction ^  of a period.
This is typical of periodic solutions arising from Hopf bifurcations, they contain 
a mixture of spatial and temporal symmetry.
S1 S ym m etry
We first recall Hopf bifurcation in a system without symmetry as described in Sec­
tion 2.1.2. In complex coordinates the normal form of (2.4) is
d z
f t = g ( \z \2, \ ) z ,  (2.15)
where z £ C and Dg^o,o) =  i^b- This equation is equivariant with respect to the 
following circle group action, S1 : z t—► el<f)z where <f> E [0, 27r].
Let 6 E S1. We define an action of S1 upon the space of 27t/ lo^  periodic solutions 
x{t)  by
O.xit) =  x ( t  — 0),
and the S1 symmetry may be interpreted as a time translation or phase shift. So 
the normal form reduction has served to introduce some temporal symmetry into 
the system.
Now consider an equivariant system of ODEs as in (2.13). By making T- 
equivariant polynomial changes of coordinates we can reduce f ( x ,  A) into Birkhoff 
normal form. This normal form commutes with F and S 1, where we consider S1 
to be the circle group acting on the space of 27t/ ui, periodic functions. Moreover 
S1 commutes with T so the symmetry group for the equivariant Hopf bifurcation 
problem is the direct product V x S1.
2 .4 .2  S p a t io t e m p o r a l  S y m m e tr ie s .
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(y,Q).x(t) — yx ( t  +  0). (2.16)
We define a spatiotemporal symmetry of x(t)  to be an element (7 , 0) G T x S'1 such 
that
7 x(t) - x ( t  — 0),
where 7  G T is the spatial part and 0 G S'1 is the temporal symmetry. Combining 
this with (2.16) shows that
S =  {(7 ,0) <e T x S1 : 7 x{t)  =  x( t  -  0)} C T x S \  (2.17)
is the isotropy subgroup of x(t).
2 .4 .3  E q u i v a r i a n t  H o p f  T h e o r e m
The above theory was developed by Golubitsky and Stewart [22, 23] and leads to 
the Hopf version of the Equivariant Branching Lemma.
T h eo rem  2.5 (Equivariant Hopf theorem). Consider a F -equivariant system of 
ODEs and let hypotheses (H I)  and (H 2) be satisfied. We assume that the eigenval­
ues of D f {0tX), cr(X) Jzip(X), are T-simple and cross the imaginary axis transversly 
as X varies through zero, i.e. <t(0) =  0 and cr^O) f  0. Let E be an isotropy subgroup 
o f F x S 1 and u b — p(0) > 0. Suppose that
dim Fix(E) =  2.
Then there exist a unique branch of periodic solutions to (2.13) of period near 2k / u b, 
having E as their group of symmetries.
As in the steady-state situation we aim to apply the Equivariant Hopf theorem in 
order to find branches of periodic solutions bifurcating from the trivial steady-state.
This group has the following action upon a 2k/ u)b periodic solution x(t)
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B i f u r c a t i o n s  f r o m  E q u i l i b r i a  w i t h  T r  S y m m e t r y
To illustrate the theory described in Chapter 2 we compute the codimension-one 
bifurcations from systems with T/t symmetry, where T/t =  T © Z2(—/)  and T is the 
rotation group of the tetrahedron. Steady State bifurcation is studied in Section 3.1 
and Hopf in 3.2. The results on Hopf bifurcation will be required in Chapter 9.
There are two types of rotations of the tetrahedron, a 3-fold rotation around 
an axis going through a vertex and the center of the opposite face, and a 2-fold 
rotation around an axis going through the midpoints of opposite edges. Including 
the identity this gives a total of twelve elements and the group T is isomorphic to 
the Alternating group A 4. This is the group of even permutations of four points and 
is generated by p and k, which have the following action upon M3
p : (x, y, z) (-) (y, z, x) and k : (x, y, z) ^  ( - x ,  y, z). (3.1)
Each element of T/t is either an element contained within the rotation group of 
the tetrahedron or one combined with an inversion given by (p/n)3 =  —I,  hence 
is generated by p and k . We also define /t2 =  p~] Kp and k3 =  p~2Kp2 so
k2 : (a:, y , z) (x, - y ,  z), : (x , y , z) (;x , y , - z ) .
3 . 1  S t e a d y  S t a t e  B i f u r c a t i o n  w i t h  T r s y m m e t r y
3 .1 .1  T/r E q u i v a r i a n t  M a p s
Let /  : IR3 —> M3 be a T/r equivariant map, i.e., it must satisfy
f ( f i x , y , z ) )  =  7  f ( x ,y ,z ) ,
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for all 7  in T h. The general form of /  may be determined by considering the elements 
of T h. Let
f ( x ,  y, z) =  ( / i 0 ,  y , z), f 2{x, y , z), / 3(x, y, z)). (3.2)
Then applying k; to (3.2) and equating components gives
=  - f i { x , y , z ) ,  h { - x , y , z )  =  / 2(a;,y,z), h { —x, y, z) =  f 3(x ,y ,z ).
Therefore / i  is odd in x , and / 2, f 3 are even in x , hence
f i A , y , z )  =  a;yi (a;2, y ,z), f 2(x ,y ,z )  =  g2(x2,y ,z ), f 3(x ,y ,z )  =  g3[x2,y ,z ).
Similar results are found from applying the action of Kj and n2 to (3.2), thus we 
obtain
f ( x ,V ,z )  =  (xg1(x2,y 2,z 2),yg2(x2,y 2,z2),zg3(x2,y 2,z2)). (3.3)
Applying p to (3.3) yields
(:yg i(y2, z2, ^2), zgziy2, z2, x 2),xg3{y2, z2, a;2)) =
(y fe (z 2, y2, z2), zg3{x2, y2, z2) ,x g i(x 2, y2, z2)).
Therefore y2(z2, y2, z2) =  g f y 2, z2, x 2) and g3{x2, y2,z2) =  gx{z2, a;2, y2). Upon drop­
ping the subscripts we have the following equivariant form
f ( x , y, z) =  (a;y(a;2, y2, z2), yy(y2, z2, a:2), zy(z2, a:2, y2)). (3.4)
A bso lu te  Irred u c ib ility
The above representation of on R3 is absolutely irreducible if the only linear 
maps that commute with p and k are scalar multiples of the identity. This follows 
from examining the general Tft-equivariant map given by (3.4).
3 .1 .2  I s o t r o p y  S u b g r o u p s
The isotropy subgroup Ex of a point x  is the subgroup of T h given by
£ x =  {7  e  T h : qfx — x}.
Isotropy subgroups can be computed by considering representative points on the 
group orbits. The origin (0, 0,0) is fixed by all of TV Let us consider the orbit with
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one non-zero coordinate, without loss of generality consider (x, 0, 0). This is fixed 
by two reflections, k,2 and « 3 in this case. Therefore its isotropy subgroup is Z2. 
If we have two non-zero coordinates (x, y, 0), then this is only fixed by the single 
reflection rc3, hence its isotropy subgroup is Z2. Now consider the general point 
(x, y, z), without loss of generality we can take x ,y ,z  > 0. Clearly this is only fixed 
by the identity if x f  y f  z. The only way tha t a rotation can fix this point is if 
x — y — z, in which case the isotropy subgroup is Z3 generated by p. This covers 
all possible cases up to conjugacy and the full list is shown in Table 3.1.
Iso tro p y  S ubgroups E^ Fix(Ea;) dim(Fix(Ea;))
{0} 0
E2 =  X2(k2, tt3) (*,o,o) 1
S 3 =  Z3(p) (x, X, x) 1
E4 =  Z2(tt3) (*, y, 0) 2
e 5 =  i M3 3
Table 3.1: Isotropy subgroups and Fixed Point Spaces of T.
3 .1 .3  E x i s t e n c e  o f  S o l u t i o n s
Let g{x2, y2, z2) =  aX +  bx2 +  cy2 +  dz2 +  h.o.t, where a, 6, c, d € M are constants and
A € M is the bifurcation parameter. By the Equivariant Branching Lemma we know 
tha t generically solutions with Tj\ ( k,2, ^3) and Z2(p) symmetry exist, these being 
axial subgroups of TV The trivial solution has all of T& as its group of symmetries. 
For the remaining isotropy subgroups E4 and E 5 the situation is not so clear.
S 4 =  Z2 (^ 3) •
Fix(E4) =  (x, y, 0). Restricting the equivariant mapping to this fixed point space 
gives
/(*> y , z)\(x,y,0) =  (xg(x2, y2, 0), yg{y2, 0 , x 2), 0).
Truncating g(x2, y2,z2) at quadratic order and considering the zero set of this equa­
tion gives four possible cases:
i) x  =  0 and aX +  by2 +  dx2 =  0.
ii) y =  0 and oA +  bx2 +  cy2 — 0.
2 0
iii) x =  y — 0 .
iv) aX +  by2 +  dx2 — 0 and aX +  bx2 +  cy2 =  0.
In cases i) and ii) we are back to the situation where the fixed point space is just 
an axis and we already have solutions with higher isotropy than E4.
Case iii) corresponds to the origin which already has all of Th as its isotropy 
subgroup.
Case iv): We have two equations to solve, subtracting them yields (b — d)x2 — 
(b — c)y2 =  0. Generically, b f i  c and b f i  d. Hence
b - d
y = ]j rfTrf
Therefore solutions will exist if
sgn(b — c) — sgn(b — d). (3.5)
If this is satisfied, then to  lowest order we have
aA +  {b +  c(^— ~))x2 =  0, 
b — c
which, by the implicit function theorem, we can solve for A. Thus we get the 
branching equation
b2 — cd 2
A   TT rX .
a[b — c)
X5 =  1 .
At Fix(l) =  (x, y, z) we have three equations to consider
aX +  bx2 +  cy2 +  dz2 =  0, (3.6)
aX +  dx2 +  by2 +  cz2 — 0, (3.7)
aX +  cx2 +  dy2 +  bz2 =  0. (3.8)
After some algebraic manipulation we can reduce the above three equations to
~((d  -  6)2 +  (c -  b)2 +  (c -  d)2)(y2 -  z2) =  0 .
Therefore if £ =  ((d — b)2 4- (c — b)2 +  (c — d)2) f i  0 we have y — z. Furthermore,
subtracting (3.6) and (3.7) and substituting in y =  z gives
0 =  (& — d)x2 +  (c -  b)y2 +  (d -  c)y2 
=  (b — d)x2 +  (d — b)y2, 
x  — y if b f i  d.
2 1
So if b f i  d and £ f i  0 we have x  — y — z, otherwise x — y — z — 0. In either case 
we again have solutions with higher isotropy. So generically there are no solutions 
with E5 isotropy
We can find the branching equations for the maximal isotropy subgroups by 
restricting the equivariant mapping to Fix(E) and solving for A. The branching 
equations are listed in Table 3.2.
Isotropy Subgroup Branching Equations
Tft
S 2 =  Z2(ft2, ft3)
e 3 =  Z3(p)
E4 =  Z2(/c3)
x =  y =  z =  0 
A =  - J z 2, y =  z =  0 
A -  b+c+*x f  y =  z =  X
A  =  ba ( b - c ) x 2 > y 2 =  \ - dc x 2 ' s9n (b d ) =  s9n (b C )>  ^  =  0
Table 3.2: Branching equations for the isotropy subgroups.
S um m ary
By the equivariant branching lemma we generically expect solution branches with 
isotropy subgroups, E2 and E 3. The trivial solution has as its symmetry group all 
of IV  Branches of solutions with isotropy E4 exist if and only if condition (3.5) is 
satisfied. There are generically no solutions with S 5 isotropy.
3 .1 .4  S t a b i l i t y  o f  S o l u t i o n s .
To find the stabilities of each solution we need to compute the eigenvalues of the 
linearisation (D f ) .  In particular we need to consider the signs of the real parts. We 
take a > 0, so that the trivial solution is stable for A < 0 and unstable for A > 0. 
We first consider Fix(E3) — (x ,x ,x ) .
( }j r> fl ^
J
At this stage we could proceed and solve the characteristic equation, but it would 
involve a third order polynomial. Instead, note that the isotypic components for 
S 3 are Wi =  (u ,u ,u )  (the fixed point space) and W2 =  (q +  r, —r, — q), q, r  £ R. 
The subspace W2 is an isotypic component since it is an invariant subspace and is
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{(1,1,1), (1,0, —1), (1, —1,0)}.
Prom this we can form the matrix
irreducible under the action of S3. The basis vectors for these subspaces are
p  =
( 1 1 1
1 0 -1
1 -1  0
\
The matrix P  provides the similarity transform for D f ,
(
p - 1 D f  P  =  2x2
b -f- d +  c 0 0
0 b — c d — c
0 c — d b — d J
The eigenvalues of this matrix, hence the eigenvalues of D f X)XjX), are 
2x 2[d +  b +  c), 2x 2(b — I d  +  c) ±  - ~ i { d  — c)).
Isotropy Subgroup Signs of real parts of eigenvalues
A
s 2 b, d — b, c — b
S 3 b -\- d +  c, b — 2(d T" c)
£4 (6 — c ) 2 +  (b — d ) 2 + ( d — c ) 2 0 b2—cd u y  4(b—c) ’ " b—c }
Table 3.3: Eigenvalues of the Isotropy Subgroups.
The eigenvalues of the other isotropy subgroups are found similarly. The full list 
can be seen in Table 3.3. The bifurcating branches are stable if all the eigenvalues 
have negative real part.
3 . 2  H o p f  b i f u r c a t i o n  w i t h  T / t S y m m e t r y
As mentioned in Section 3.1 the standard action of on R3 is absolutely irreducible. 
When considering Hopf bifurcation with T/,-symmetry the system has to be posed 
on a T/r simple space namely R3®R3 =  C3. The full symmetry group of the problem 
is T h x S1. The action described by (3.1) can be extended to R3© R3 in the following
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manner. Let X  =  (x1, x 2,x 3,y u y2,y3) G R3 © R3. Then T h has the following action 
on X
p .X  =  (£2, *3,* 1, 2/2,2/3>2/i), k -X  =  ( - £ i ,£ 2,*3, - 2/1, 2/2, 2/3)-
In complex coordinates, X  =  (z\, z2, z3) G C3 with Zj =  Xj +  iy j.
All elements of T h x S1 can be generated via p, «i, /c2, ^3 and the phase shift 6. 
The action of these elements on C3 are:
P(Z 1, Z2 y z3) =  (z2i z3, Zi)
«1(^1, ^2, z3) =  (~ zu z2l z3)
K2O 1, *2, 3^) =  Gl, -Z2, Z3)
Ks(z 1, *2, Z3) = (*1» 2^, -«s)
# 0 l, *2, 23) =  e^G i, Z2, Z3).
3 .2 .1  I s o t r o p y  s u b g r o u p s  o f  T y X  S 1
In order to apply the Equivariant Hopf Theorem we have to compute the conjugacy 
class of isotropy subgroups of x S'1, and classify those isotropy subgroups which 
have a two-dimensional fixed point space. One method to achieve this would be to 
consider representative points on group orbits, however this can be time consuming
for larger groups. Instead we choose to follow a method by Montaldi [22, Chapter
XVIII, Ex. 1.1-1.3], which considers elements from the conjugacy classes of TV
C onjugacy  C lasses
We begin by computing the conjugacy classes of TV The identity forms one class 
on its own, the other classes are formed by taking one element and then conjugating 
it by all the other elements of TV This forms another conjugacy class C. We then 
take an element not in C  and conjugate it by all the elements not in C. The process 
then continues until all the elements are exhausted. Applying the above method 
yields the following conjugacy classes:
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II0 p , MMP, MMP, MMP}
p II [p2, MMP2, MMP2, K4 K3p2}
p II M, Mj M}
C a = /Ci«2» MM, MM}
p 11 /?2ki, p2M, p2M, ~ /p 2}
II PM, PM, PM, - /p }
P 11 n
c 8 = - A
Sim ultaneous E igenvectors
Following the method of Montaldi we take a representative from each conjugacy 
class of Tft and compute its complex eigenvectors Zjk. For each Zjk we compute the 
subgroup I i jk  defined by
Hjk =  { 7 S T „ : 7 zjk =  em^ z sk},
where el6U  is the associated eigenvalue of Zjk-
Since Zjk is a simultaneous eigenvector for all 7  E H jk we can form the twisted 
subgroup
fl7/ <7> =  { ( 7 ,- 0 ( 7 ) ) :7  e H jk }.
Moreover
(7 , - 0 (7 ))zjk =  7 e~l6{l)zjk =  zjk ,
since Zj/C is an eigenvector of 7  with eigenvalue . Therefore is an isotropy
subgroup of T/i x S1.
We first compute the eigenvectors for each representative:
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Representative {7 : 7 zjk =  ei0H)Zjk}
Table 3.5: Eigenvectors for the representative from C2.
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Representative zjk e^(7) {7 : IZ jk  =  ei0^ ]zjk }
'  1 1
«i Z3 I — 0 - 1  -  ei7T {K 1K2 j 3 , «1 , - ? }
0
I 0 1
3^2 = a f—1 II TO o 5
\ b )
Table 3.6: Eigenvectors for the representative from C3 .
Representative Zjk e*®(7) {7 : 7*jfc =
1 1 1
«2«3 ZA1 = 0 1 =  et0 {^2 ? «3 » ^2^3}
\ v
f 0 1
Z4 2  = a -1  =  e17r {flfcttS , - 1}
( b )
Table 3.7: Eigenvectors for the representative from C4.
Representative Zjk g^(7) {7 : 7%* =  e " (7)***}
1 1
P2K3 Z51 — - 1
f e 3
- 1  =  ei7r {/9«1, p2K3 , -? }
z 52 =
<
e*i {p2**}
5^3 = 1
i -
\  63 /
e~*i {p2«3}
Table 3.8: Eigenvectors for the representative from C$.
Representative zjk e0( 7) {7 : 7^7= =  ee(7)^.fe}
( 1 >
PK1 Zqi = - 1 - 1  =  e17r {/0«1, p2tt3, - / }
V 1 /f _,-2rre 3 \
Zq2 = —i2e 3 e*3 (p« l)
/
/  *2* \e 3 )
Z63 — e 3 { pk  1}
V 1 J
Table 3.9: Eigenvectors for the representative from Cq.
Representative Zjk eW{l) {7 : 7Zjk =  e'°h>+l;}
a \
I Z71 — b
\  c )
ez0 — 1 {1 }
Table 3.10: Eigenvectors for the representative from C7.
Representative Z3k eW(l) {7 : 72jfc =  ei/>h'h j t }
f a  \
- I Zsi — b
\  c J
- 1  =  e™ { - ) }
Table 3.11: Eigenvectors for the representative from Cg.
'A
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For each Zjk we can form its isotropy subgroup I I :
zj k ________________________ TTjk_____
Isotropy Subgroups of Tft x S 1
Mi
M2
M3
Mi
Mi
M2
M3
M2
M3
M2
Mi
{(/0,O) , (p2, 0) , (1 , 0) , ( - /,7 r)  , { - I p ,  tt) , { - I p 2, tv) }
{ ( p , - f ) , (p2, f )  (-1,71) , {1,0) , { - I p ,  f )  , ( - / p 2, f }
{(p. f ) 3 ( ^ - f ) 3 i - 1 ^ ) 3 ( f t° ) 3 H ^ t )  3 ( - V , S )
{ ( « 2 , 0 )  , ( « 3 , 0 ) )  , (MM,0) , , (7,0)}
< (p«l,7r) >
< (p2m , - | )  >
< (p2m, f ) >
< (p m , - f )  >
< (p m , I )  >
{(MM,7r), (-7 ,7 t) , (7,0) , (m ,0)}
{ { - I ,  t t ) ,  (7,0)}
Table 3.12: Isotropy subgroups of x 8 1.
Now H u  is conjugate to H 51 since the generator of i75i, (p/ci,7r), lies in the 
same conjugacy class as (—Ip, n) E H n - Therefore I I 5i is redundant and can be 
discarded. Also, p2Ki z63 =  z52 so we might expect H q3 and H 52 to be related in 
some manner. In fact H 52 — H Q3, since (p2M, — fft — (PM, f ) 6_t f°r ® =  {ft 2 , 6}. 
Similarly 7/ 53 — H Q2, hence we can discard H 32 and H q2.
3 .2 .2  E q u i v a r i a n t  M a p p i n g  f o r  Tft x  S 1
An equivariant mapping /  : C3 —» C3 has to satisfy z) =  7 f { z )  for all 7  E Ift X51. 
Let f { z )  =  { f i (z ) ,  f 2(z), / 3(ft)), where z =  (zi, z2, z3), and let f (z) be a polynomial 
in Zi and zp, i  — 1,2,3. From p equivariance f 2{z) — f i{pz )  and f 3{z) — f 2{pz) =  
f i { p 2z). Therefore we can restrict to finding the equivariant terms in /i(z).
The most general term in f i ( z )  is
u{z) —  z f  z f  Z3 3z ft1 z f 2z/ 3 , OLi, Pi >  0.
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The condition for 6 -^equivariance, 6u(z) = u(0z), yields
el° (u(z )) =  (et0z 1)a i( el6 z2)'“2 (el6 z3)a3 (eie z \ )'01 (eie z2) (el6 z3) ^
_ Rid{ai+a2+o:3-(l3i+P2+P3))u/z
For rtq-equi variance we have
- u{z) = (-1 )ai+0xu(z).
Similarly for fy-equi variance (j — 2, 3),
Kju(z) =  u(z) =  (—1 )aj+l3ju(z).
Putting the above together provides us with 3 conditions that f ( z )  must satisfy 
in order for it to commute with the action of IV
Cii + (X2 + Q3 (P\ + P2 + Pz) — 1
The factored out terms are invariant with respect to the action of 6 and /<q, (i =  
1,2, 3) hence we can ignore them and concentrate on u(z). Note tha t the exponents 
in u(z) have to satisfy the conditions in (3.9). Moreover, for each j  either d j =  0 or 
Pj =  0. There are 8 ways in which one can factor out the invariant terms, this leaves
We know this has to  satisfy (3.9). Therefore d i - \ - a 2 -E a 3 — 1; ot\ has to be odd; 
a 2 and 0:3 are even. The only values that satisfy these are ot\ = 1, a 2, a'3 =  0, i.e.,
odd if j  =  1 (3.9)
We can factor out terms of the form (zjZj)mm(ai,/3<) in u(z). This yields 
u(z) =  (z1z { y i (z2z2)'y2(z3z^y3u(z), 
where 7j  — m in(aj, Pj) and u(z) — z f  z f  , di, Pi >  0 .
u(z) =  z 1. (3.10)
ii) z f T 2^ z f .
We require ol\ — P2 +  a 3 =  1 hence
u(z) =  z f z 2‘ Z 3 3 =  Z ! ( z ! Z 2 ) a i  1 ( z 3 Z2) Q3.
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Let Q'i =  2a +  1, a 3 =  2b, where a, b >  0. Then
111J Z1 Z3^ Z 2 .
This is similar to case ii):
li(z) =  zx{z{zi)2a{z iz i ja‘ . (3.12)
iv) z f z f z i t o -
Now we need ot\ — A  — (33 =  1 hence
u(z) =  Zi(z{zf)P2(z iz f ) ^  =  z1(z1z2)2a(z1z^)2b. (3.13)
v) z i ^ z f z f l l
The equivariance conditions (3.9) are now a 2 =  I  +  ( 3 \ ( 3 3 hence
u(z) =  z{01z i03zl2+0l+0z = z i z 2(z lf3l~1z5(33z%1+133)
=  z lz l(z lz2)pl~1 (z^z2)03 -  z lz2(zlz2)2a(z^z2)2\  a, b >  0. (3.14)
vi) TT'01 zf~z f l2.
Similar to case v):
u(z) =  z lz2(zfz3)2a(z^z3)2b, a ,b >  0. (3.15)
vii) z ? 'z ? z ? .
The equivariance conditions now reduce to, A  — a 2 +  a 3 — I,  which yields 
u(z) =  ~z{a2+a3~1 z f  z f . At this stage we can either have
u(z) =  z ^ z f z f ^ - 1^ ) 03 =  z2(zfz2)2a~1 (z{z3)2b, a >  1, b >  0, (3.16)
or
u(z) =  z3(ziz3)a3~1(ziz2)a2 =  z3(z{z3)2b~l (z{z2)2a, b >  1, a >  0. (3.17)
Both are equally valid as the first allows terms of the form z2z i  while the second 
allows terms like z2zf.
viii) ~Z\01 'z202~z3f 3.
Clearly there are no equivariant terms of this form as (3.9) reduces to — (A +  
A  +  A ) =  1 which cannot be satisfied for any A >  0 .
u(z) = z1(z{zi)2a(z3zi)2b. (3.11)
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Examining the above cases we note tha t each equivariant has been factored by a 
term of the form (ziZj)2a. This is invariant with respect to the action of T/t and so 
we have a set of generators for the invariant terms of u(z):
(2i*r), O2+ ) , (z iZ i)2, (z ,z i) ' \  (z22 T ) 2 , f e z r f ,  (z3z i f .
(3.18)
The equivariant terms are
Zi, z{z\, z iz\.
Hence we may write
f i ( z )  = 9 i Z i +  9 i z iz \  +  gfiz\z\,
where g\ , g2, and g3 are functions of the invariant generators (3.18). Therefore up 
to third order the equivariant mapping f ( z )  takes the form:
Zl z \z l (ZiZi)Zi
z2 +  B 4%2 z fz i +  D (z2z2)z2
z3 z \z i z \z i (z3z i)z3
(z2Z2)Z\ (Z3Z3)Z1
+  E (z jz i)z2 +  F (z{z[)z2
(z{zi)z3 (z2z2)z3
where A , . . . ,  F  £ C are constants.
3 .2 .3  I s o t y p i c  C o m p o n e n t s
In this section we describe the isotypic components of each C-axial subgroup of 
Th x S1. Table 3.13 labels the C-axial subgroups of x S1.
As described in Section 2.2.2 an isotypic component of E is defined to be the 
sum of all irreducible subspaces tha t are isomorphic to a given irreducible represen­
tation. We can take Vo =  Fix(E) to be the isotypic component corresponding to the 
trivial representation. Other isotypic components are found by considering other 
E-irreducible subspaces of V.
In our case V  =  C3 and E is C-axial. Therefore Vo =  Fix(E) is two-dimensional. 
This implies that there remains either a four-dimensional isotypic component or 
there are two two-dimensional isotypic components.
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Isotropy Subgroup E Fix(E)
Ei =  Z3(p, 0) © Z2(—/,  7r)
E2 =  Z3( p , ^ ) © Z 2(- /,7 r)
5 3 =  Z3(p) f ) ® Z 2( - / , r r )
5 4 =  ZK(k2,0), (k3,0), (ki,7t))
s 6 =  z 6( A 3, | )
Eg =  Zg(pK+, | )
('w , w, w)
( f tV f tV w )
(ft4tu, ftO , w)
O ,o ,o )
(ft5i//,iu,fti//)
(ft2iy,ftiy,iy)
Table 3.13: Conjugacy Classes of C-axial Isotropy subgroups of x S 1 and their 
fixed point space. Here u, v, w E C and ft =  e f t .
The generator of Ei cyclically permutes the elements of C3 so a four-dimensional 
invariant subspace is of the form V\ — (u, v, —{u +  v)), u, v E C. This subspace 
is the sum of two irreducible isomorphic subspaces hence we have the two isotypic 
components, V0 and 14, of Ex. A similar argument provides the isotypic components 
for E2, E3, E5 and E6. The case for E4 is slightly different, it is generated by (/>,2, 0), 
(/c3, 0) and (« i,7r). An invariant subspace of E4 is (0, u, v) which can be decomposed 
into (0, it, 0) © (0, 0, v). The action of «3 on V\ =  (0, it, 0) is trivial whilst (k2, 0) 
and (m ,tt) sends V\ to —V\. Similarly for V2, k2 acts trivially whilst (tt3, 0 ) and 
(m ,tt) sends V2 to —V2. As V\ and V2 are both irreducible and the actions on them 
are distinct they form isotypic components of E4.
The isotypic components of each subgroup are listed in Table 3.14.
E Vb v 1 v 2
S i O j  W) W) ( u , v , - ( u  +  v)) -
£ 2 (ft2W, ft4W, w) (u , v ,  - ( f t 2n  +  ftO)) -
£ 3 ( f t O , f t 2W, Iri) (u , v ,  - ( f t 4it +  f t O ) -
£ 4 O ,o ,o ) ( 0 , u , 0 ) (0 ,0 ,v)
£ 5 ( f t O ,  ty, (w ) (ti) u , - K 4ti +  f u ) -
£ e ( f t O , f t w ,w ) 0  , v , - ( € 2u +  €v)) -
Table 3.14: Isotypic Components of E
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Up to conjugacy the Equivariant Hopf theorem guarantees branches of solutions 
having as their group of symmetries, one of the subgroups from Table 3.13.
The branching equations for each axial subgroup E* are listed in Table 3.15. 
They were found by setting f ( z t X) =  0 and restricting /  to Fix(E) for each axial 
subgroup E.
3 .2 .4  B ra n c h e s  a n d  S t a b i l i t y  o f  S o lu t io n s
C Axial Subgroup Branching Equation
Z3(p, 0) © Z 2(—/,  7r) 
Z3(p, =j L) © Z2(--/, 7r) 
Z3( p , f ) © Z 2(—/,tt)
^ 2((^2, 0), (^3,0), (Kl,7r)) 
2 0 (p2tt3, | )  
^ e (p ^ i , |)
A =  - (Hc+d+e+/)Zi_
__ -(b+pc+P(d+e+f)) „ — 
A — a| 2 1 Zl
_  _(bH2cH4{d+e+f))
A — o44 ' ~z^z\ 
A =  ~ Z \  z i
 ^ -(bZ+ct2+P(d+e+f)) „ —
A -  - « 4+++<*+■=+/)
Table 3.15: Branching Equations of the C-axial Subgroups.
The asymptotic stability of solutions for the axial subgroups can be determined 
from the eigenvalues of (dg)ZQ. The isotypic components of the axial subgroups form 
invariant subspaces of (dg)Zo, this imposes a block diagonal structure upon (dg)Zo. 
This block diagonalisation may be achieved by performing a change of coordinates 
upon the basis vectors of the isotypic components. This will yield a transformation 
matrix P  and (d f)Zo relative to the new basis is (df)'ZQ — P ~1(d f)ZQP.
The isotypic components are listed in Table 3.14 and are either two or four 
dimensional.
Taking each axial subgroup in turn:
© Z5((«2,0), Os,0), (ki,7t))
A linear mapping from C to C takes the form
w hto aw +  (3w, (3.20)
where a, (3 G C. We require the sign of the eigenvalues and this can be determined 
from the trace and determinant of (3.20), where
trace =  2Re(a) and det =  (aj2 — \(3\2.
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The first eigenvalues are determined from (d f)ZQ\Vo, Vo is the fixed point space 
so one eigenvalue is forced to zero and the other can be found from the trace of the 
mapping
(d f)zoO , 0 , 0) =  f i  Zlw +  f i  zfiij.
The trace of this is
2Re(/i 2l) =  2Re(aA +  2dz{zi) — dzfzi,
upon substitution of the branching equation.
The next two eigenvalues are found from the trace and determinant of (d f)ZQ\Vi =  
f 2 z2u +  f 2 zfd- We find that
trace =  2Re( / 2 Z2) =  2 ( /  -  d)z{z{,
det =  \ f2z2\2 -  | / 2^ i 2 =  !(/ ~ d )z {z l \2 -  |c^ | 2 =  ( ( /  - d ) 2 -  c2)\zfz{\2.
Similarly for (d f)ZQ\V2 =  f z Z3v +  h z f f i ,
trace =  2 (e — d)z{z{ 
det - ((e — d)2 — b2)\z{zl\2.
The isotypic components for the other isotropy subgroups are four dimensional, 
so although the Jacobian should block diagonalise with respect to these components 
the calculations are not as straightforward and we shall not pursue it any further.
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B i f u r c a t i o n s  f r o m  R e l a t i v e  E q u i l i b r i a
Relative equilibria are characterised by the fact that they are stationary in a suitable 
co-moving frame. For instance, rotating waves are time periodic states which rigidly 
rotate around some fixed center. In a rotating frame these states are stationary, 
hence rotating waves are examples of relative equilibria. Rotating waves have been 
observed in a number of experiments for example, as wavy vortices in the Taylor- 
Couette system [1] and as cellular patterns in flame experiments [24].
These experiments have been modelled by systems of differential equations with 
continuous symmetries for instance; Palacios et al [30] uses reaction diffusion equa­
tions with 0 (2) symmetry to model the flame experiments; a simple reaction diffu­
sion equation with Euclidean symmetry was proposed by Barkley et al [4] to model 
spiral waves in excitable media. For our purposes we consider an abstract evolution 
equation which is equivariant with respect to a Lie group and admits a relative 
equilibrium as a solution.
Mathematically we consider a relative equilibrium as a group orbit X  — Fx  
which is invariant under the flow of the equivariant vector field. Thus a group orbit 
of equilibria is a relative equilibrium for which the flow is trivial; a rotating wave is a 
relative equilibrium for which the flow is periodic. For compact Lie groups, the flow 
on a relative equilibrium is quasiperiodic. Field [17] and Krupa [29] showed that the 
number of frequencies of the flow on X  is bounded by the dimension of a maximal 
torus in T, denoted by rank F, and moreover that generically this bound is attained. 
This was extended to noncompact Lie groups by Ashwin and Melbourne [2]. In this 
case the flow on X  can be unbounded.
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4.1 C e n t e r  B u n d l e s
Let r  be a compact Lie group and consider a system of ODEs
u =  F (u ), (4.1)
where F  : Rn —> Mn is a T-equivariant vector field. Assume we have a relative 
equilibrium X  — Two where no G l" .
We wish to investigate bifurcations from X .  Krupa [29] showed tha t in a neigh­
bourhood of X , the vector field F  can be split into a vector field that is normal to 
X  plus a vector field that is tangent to the group orbit X .  We then have tha t (4.1) 
reduces to
g =  g f i A )  (4-2)
x  =  A M , (4.3)
where g E F, x  E V, and f i  : V  —* LT  and f 2 : V  —► V  are smooth mappings; here V  
is a finite-dimensional vector space and LT  is the Lie algebra of F. These equations 
have a skew product structure and were also derived by Fiedler et al [15] when they 
considered bifurcations from relative equilibria of noncompact group actions.
We choose the vector space V  to be normal to the group orbit at x0 E TA Then
the point xo is an equilibrium of f 2. Krupa showed that a solution to (4.1) can be
expressed as
u(t) = g ( t ) x ( t ) ,
where g(t) E T is a smooth curve and x(t)  is a solution to the normal vector field 
equation (4.3). So the dynamics of F  can be described by the dynamics of f 2
modulated by drifts along the group orbit. As a consequence, bifurcations from X
can be described by bifurcations from an equilibrium of the normal vector field plus 
drifts along the group orbit, given by the solution to (4.2).
Remark. If the relative equilibrium has nontrivial isotropy E then the skew product 
equations are subject to the following equivariance conditions
f i(crx) =  a f i { x )a ~ 1, (4.4)
f 2{crx) =  crf2(x) (4.5)
for all cr E E.
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In
Section 4.2 we set some notation and describe when we can form a direct solution 
to the group variable equation (4.2). Section 4.3 describes how Floquet theory aids 
us in describing the motion in the group direction. The skew product equations for 
F =  E(n)  are described in Section 4.4. We consider bifurcations from spiral waves 
in Section 4.5 and applying Floquet theory we recover certain aspects of the results 
on meandering and drifting spirals from [20 , 21].
4 . 2  H o p f  B i f u r c a t i o n
Consider the skew product equations
P =  #£(*, A), (4.6)
* =  /(* , A). (4.7)
Here we have made explicit the dependence upon the bifurcation parameter A G R.
Assume that we have a relative equilibrium at A =  0 so that /(0 ,0 ) =  0 and
«0,0) = %.
Suppose that the relative equilibrium undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at A =  0. 
Then we may suppose that V  =  C and d/(o,o) =  Thus from standard theory, see 
for example Chapter 2, a Hopf bifurcation from an equilibrium yields a T(A) =  
periodic solution x (i, A), where ay,(A) is the Hopf frequency. It remains to determine 
what occurs in the group direction.
The periodic solution x(t, A) to equation (4.7) can be written as a Fourier series
x(t, A) =  *n(A) exp(i nuJi(X)t), (4.8)
n€Z
where the Fourier coefficients x n(A) satisfy
Xo ~  A, xn ~  A|n|/2, n f  0,
see for example [21]. Substituting into (4.6), we obtain the equation
g =  g£(x{t, A), A)), (4.9)
where f ( x ( t ,  A), A)) is T(A)-periodic. The solution of (4.9) subject to the initial 
condition y(0) =  Id  describes the drift in the group directions. In the specific case 
of a Hopf bifurcation from a rotating wave we call the bifurcated state a modulated 
rotating wave. Otherwise we shall refer to the bifurcated state as a relative periodic 
orbit.
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Equation (4.9) is a nonautonomous linear differential equation. We would like to 
form a solution
4 .2 .1  S o lv a b i l i t y
to (4.9). However this is only a solution if £(#(£, A)) and f *  £(x(s, A), A)ds commute.
4 . 3  F l o q u e t  T h e o r y
Since (4.9) has periodic coefficients, it is natural to use Floquet theory in order to 
construct a solution.
Floquet theory is recalled in Appendix A. In particular, a solution to (4.9) has 
the form
g(t, A) =  exp(?7(A)£ )7 (t, A). (4.10)
Here 77(A) lies in the Lie algebra of T and is constant in time, whereas 7 (t, A) is in 
the Lie group T and is periodic with period T(A) =  —(yy-
As noted by Field [17], if T is compact the flow corresponding to exp (77(A)/:) will 
be along a torus, and since 7 (t, A) is periodic the flow corresponding to g(t, A) will 
be bounded and at most quasi-periodic. These results were extended by Ashwin and 
Melbourne [2] to the case when T is noncompact. We can infer further properties of
(4.10) which gives a clearer picture of the flow.
At times t T T(A),
g(t +  T(A), A) =  exp(I?(A)T(A (4.11)
Hence modulo the action of exp(77(A)T(A)) the motion described by g (t , A) is T(A) 
periodic. Furthermore, at times n T (A), where n is a positive integer,
g{nT(  A)) =  exp(?7(A)nr(A)).
Therefore at the end of each period the motion of the relative periodic orbit will lie 
on the path described by exp(?7(A)£).
According to (4.11), once the path in the first time period after the bifurcation 
is known, the path in the next period is given by the action of exp(?7(A)T(A)) on 
the previous path. Over finite time intervals, a small variation in a parameter leads
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to a small change in the behaviour of the solution. Therefore in the time period 
immediately after the bifurcation the path of the solution will shadow the original 
path. The action of exp(?7(A)T(A)) determines the long term/average direction of 
the motion.
4 . 4  E ( n )  s y m m e t r y
In this section we show how the skew product equations reduce in the case of systems 
with E(n)  symmetry. The Euclidean group E(n)  is the group of translations and 
rotations in n-dimensional space and has the matrix representation
E(n)  =  ^ ^  ^  L){n), v £ (4.12)
Now £(#) lies in the Lie algebra of E(n)  and hence takes the following form
c f  \  w ( x )  )  ( A 1Q1€ ( * ) = (  0 0 J .  (4.13)
Here w : V  —* Mn and B  : V  —> {n  x n  skew symmetric matrices}. The fact that 
B  is a skew symmetric matrix follows from the orthogonality of A. Let A(t)  to be 
a curve passing through the identity at t — 0. Since B  lies in the Lie algebra of A  
we define B  — ^|t=o- Then differentiating A A T =  I d  at t  — 0 yields
B A (0)t +  A (0 )B T =  B  +  B t  =  0.
Therefore B  is a skew symmetric matrix 
A v 
0 1
Now let g =  ( j . Upon differentiating this and substituting (4.13) into
(4.2) we obtain
f  A  v \  f  B {x )  w (x ) \  f  A B (x )  A w (x ) \
( o  o j " \ o  l j  \  0 0 0 )  '
Equating components and remembering (4.3) yields
A =  A  B (x )  (4.14)
v — A  w(x), 
x  =  f ( x ) .
These are the skew product equations for systems with E(n)  symmetry.
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The skew product equations take a particularly nice form when n  =  2. In complex 
coordinates we can identify the 2 x 2 orthogonal matrix A  with exp(z$) and the 2 x 2  
skew symmetric matrix B (x ) with ih {x ), where h(x) is a real-valued function. With 
these identifications the ODE (4.14) becomes A  =  idexp(iO) =  exp(i6)ih(x). Hence 
the skew product equations for systems with E { 2) symmetry are
6 — h(x)
i) — eiew(x), (4-15)
x  =  f { x ) .
As the group E {2) is the semi-direct product of 0(2) and R2 we may write 
0(2) =  74|ft Since 0(2) is abelian it is solvable and it follows that E(2), hence the 
ODE (4.9), is also solvable.
In the next section we shall demonstrate the solvability of this system in the 
context of spiral waves posed in a plane.
4 . 5  S p i r a l  W a v e s
Spiral waves are an example of a rotating wave and typically arise in reaction- 
diffusion systems posed in the plane. Note that these systems have E {2) symmetry. 
They have also been observed in many physical experiments, perhaps the most 
famous being the Belousov-Zhabotinsky experiment [28].
In these physical experiments, under certain circumstances the spiral wave was 
seen to undergo a change in motion, from rigidly rotating to meandering and drifting 
in the plane. This can be best pictured if we consider as our reference point the 
tip of the spiral. The initial state shows the spiral rigidly rotating in the plane, so 
the tip traces out a circle (see Figure 4.1(a)); as the spiral wave meanders the tip 
creates petal like patterns as in Figure 4.1(c)); then if the spiral wave drifts the tip 
makes a circular movement tha t drifts linearly across the plane (see Figure 4.1(e)).
It was first observed by Barkley [3] that these motions are a result of a Hopf 
bifurcation in a system with Euclidean symmetry. A rigorous analysis confirming 
this was obtained by Wulff [40], using a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. However 
we shall follow the center bundle approach of Sandstede, Scheel and Wulff [33] and 
Golubitsky, LeBlanc and Melbourne [20, 21]. In [21] they discuss how these patterns
4 .4 .1  E ( 2) s y m m e t r y
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(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 4.1: Motion of the spiral tip, from [21], (a) Uniform rotation, (b) Meandering 
away from resonance, (c,d) Meandering near resonance, (e) Linear drift.
arise in physical space. In particular the rigid motion of the pattern is governed by 
the group orbit directions.
4 .5 .1  M e a n d e r i n g  o f  a  S p i r a l  f r o m  t h e  P e r s p e c t i v e  o f  P lo -  
q u e t  T h e o r y
We consider a one-armed spiral wave as a rotating wave which has trivial isotropy. 
Consider a Hopf bifurcation from this state. The symmetry group of the system is 
the Special Euclidean group, T =  S E (2), of rotations and translations in the plane.
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An element g G SE(2) has the matrix representation
g =
A  v 
0 1
where A  G 50(2) and v G R2.
Let A  =  eie, where 0 G R. An element g acts on points z G R2 =  C by 
g ’ z — ei6z +  p. When 9 f  0 the element g is a rotation with center of rotation
W ithout loss of generality we can assume that before the bifurcation the rotating 
wave is rotating around the origin with speed uy, say. Therefore at A =  0
The motion of the modulated rotating wave is described by exp(r}(X)t)y(t, A) (cf. 
Equation (4.10)). We can express exp (77 (A) t) as
where uy(0) =  u:r and p(t, A) G C with p(t, 0) =  0. Hence at time T(A) =
Due to continuity of solutions, in the first period after the bifurcation the mod­
ulated rotating wave will initially follow the original path; at the end of the period 
the modulated rotating wave will lie on the orbit described by exp(??(A)£), see Figure 
4.2(a). We shall refer to this as the first path. The path in the second period is then 
given by the action of exp(??(A)T(A)) on the first path. In the nonresonant case, 
exp(77(A)T(A)) is nonidentity (i.e. u b(A)/uy(A) Z) and so represents a rotation
around a point q(A) close to the origin.
In the second period we see a copy of the first path but it will have been rotated 
around q(A), see Figure 4.2(b). The paths in the next periods follow in a similar 
fashion. The long term motion is a quasiperiodic meander around g(A), see Figure
At an m th order resonance uy(A) +  mu)b(A) =  0, in the first period the modu-
p /(  1 -  e").
exp(/wr(A)X(A))
0
4.2(c).
lated rotating wave traces out a path that is close to m  full circles, see Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: a) Solid line: Path of underlying rotating wave. Dashed line: Path of 
exp(rj(\)t).  Thick line: Path of MRW after one period, b) Thick Line: Path of 
MRW after two periods, c) Path of MRW after 18 periods.
Furthermore
exp(7,(A)r(A)) =  ^ * P(r(+ A)j
and so is a pure translation. Therefore the modulated rotating wave evolves by 
drifting linearly in a direction governed by p {T (A), A) as can be seen in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: At a resonance 
with m — 1. Dashed line:
Path of exp(?7(A)£). Solid 
line: Path of resonant MRW 
after 5 periods.
These conclusions can be supported by examining the exact solutions as in [20]. 
Furthermore the exact solutions can provide us with, for example, how the transla-
Fignre 4.3: At a resonance 
with m  =  2. Solid line : 
Original path. Dotted line: 
Path of resonant MRW after 
one period.
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tions and speed of rotation scale with A and how far away the center of motion is 
from the origin. We first consider the nonresonant case.
4 .5 .2  S E ( 2) N o n r e s o n a n t  H o p f  B i f u r c a t i o n
Suppose that u r (A) is not an integer multiple of 07,(A). As the system has S E (2) 
symmetry the equations on the centre bundle are given by
9 =  h(x,X), v =  el6w(x,X), x  — f { x ,  A), (4.16)
where A is the bifurcation parameter. W ithout loss of generality we make the as­
sumption tha t the Hopf bifurcation occurs at the origin (x, A) =  (0, 0). At the point 
of bifurcation the spiral wave is rotating with speed u>r , say, and there is no trans­
lation. Therefore u>(0,0) =  0, h{0, 0) =  u r and D /(0)0) =  icoo where is the Hopf 
frequency.
By the Hopf theorem there is a T(A) =  27r/a?{,(A) periodic solution x{t, A). Hence 
w(x(t,  A)) and h{x{t, A)) are also T ( A) periodic. Following [20], expressing h(x(t, A)) 
and w(x(t, A)) as a Fourier series allows us to solve for v{t, A) and 9(t, A) by inte­
grating term by term. We consequently obtain the solution to (4.9)
g{t, A) =
where,
exp(z0(f,A)) v(t, A) 
0 1
9(t, A) =  Ljr ( \ ) t  YX /?(£, VA), 
v(f, A) =  YXip{t, YX).
Here /3(t, YX) is T(A) periodic and ip {t,YX)  is quasiperiodic with independent fre­
quencies o>b(A) and u)r (A).
Hence
expW A)r(A)) =  (  e M ^ W T W )^ ( T ( A ) , A  ) \
with centre of rotation
4>(T( A), A)
X 0 =  Y x -
exp(zu/r (A)T(A)) — 1
So exp(77(A)T(A)) is a rotation whose fixed point is approximately a distance YX  
away from the origin. The angle of rotation is dependent upon the ratio .
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There is an m th order resonance if for some m  € Z,
4 .5 .3  S E ( 2 )  R e s o n a n t  H o p f  B i f u r c a t io n
o;r (A) +  mujb(X) — 0.
We proceed as in the nonresonant case. The solution to (4.9) takes the form
(  exp(£/(£, A)) v(t, A) \
g {t,x )
where
0 1
0(£, A) =  uy.(A)£ +  V\j3(t, VX),
v ( t ,  A) =  V X v 0(t, y/X) +  Alm'/2Vl(A)£. (4.17)
Here j3(t, Q \ )  and vo(t, \/X) are T(A)-periodic. The linear term in (4.17) is scaled 
by Am/2. This scaling arises from a m th Fourier coefficient. Hence to lowest order in 
A we have
exp(?7(A)T(A)) =
exp(£m27r) Am/2,0o(A)T(A) \  f  I Am/20o(A)T(A)
0 1 j ~ I 0 1
(4.18)
So exp(?7(A)T(A)) is a pure translation.
During the first period, the modulated rotating wave traces out a trajectory 
which goes around the original path approximately m  times before ending up close 
to  the initial point. In subsequent periods this path will undergo a linear drift 
according to (4.18). This linear drift is scaled by A™?2, so if m  is large then it will 
take a long time for the effects of the linear drift to manifest themselves.
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H o p f  B i f u r c a t i o n  f r o m  a  p a t t e r n  w i t h  B 5  
i s o t r o p y  i n  a  s y s t e m  w i t h  E ( 2 )  s y m m e t r y
We now investigate a Hopf bifurcation from a relative equilibrium with nontrivial D5 
isotropy. Suppose that this relative equilibrium is posed in a system with Euclidean 
E(2) symmetry, tha t is translations and rotations in the plane. The skew product 
equations on E (  2) x V  is
Here f ( x ,  A) is an equivariant normal vector field representing the base dynamics, 
while 0 and p are the Euclidean group variables respectively denoting the angle 
of rotation and translations. We assume a Hopf bifurcation occurs at A =  0, so 
/ ( 0 , 0) =  0 and d/(0j0) =  iwb.
Suppose the relative equilibrium has B 5 = <  ife*, s > symmetry, where s is a5
reflection along a certain axis. Then the equivariance condition for the normal vector 
field is standard, f ( a x ) =  crf(x ) for all cr in D5. Whilst the equivariant conditions 
for h(x) and k(x) reduce to
We first note that these equivariance conditions must hold for all x. In particular, 
at x  =  0 the condition (5.5) gives h(0) =  —h(0). Therefore h(0) — 0, so the initial 
state is not rotating, hence the relative equilibrium is just an equilibrium.
As expressed in Section 4.1, a Hopf bifurcation from a relative equilibrium may 
be described by a Hopf bifurcation from an B5-symmetric equilibrium in the normal
0  =  h{x, A), 
p — el<j)k(x, A), 
x =  f(x, A).
(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
h (R ^ .x )  =  h(x), 
h(s.x) — —h(x), 
k^Riz.x) =  e1^  k(x)5
k(s.x) =  k [x )
(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
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vector field plus drifts along the group orbit. We first describe the Hopf bifurcation 
in the normal vector field.
The standard action of Os on R2 is absolutely irreducible. Therefore the corre­
sponding Hopf bifurcation on the centre manifold V  occurs on a D5-simple space, 
tha t is V  =  R2 © R2. Let (21, 22) be coordinates on C2. Following [22 , Chapter 
XVIII, Section 1] we choose the following action of D5 x S1 on C2
27r 27T
R m .(21, 22) =  (exp(£— )2i,e x p (-z — )22),5 0 0
s. (21, 22) =  (22, 21),
0 .(21, 22) =  (exp(£0)zi,exp(£0)22) (0 G S1).
Hence by the Equivariant Hopf theorem the equilibrium bifurcates to a T(A) =  
—^-periodic solution with one of the following groups of symmetries [22, Chapter 
XVIII, Section 1]:
•  z 5 =  { ( R u ,  -2£ 1 )} .
© Z2(s).
.  M s ,  -?¥ ) )■
It remains to describe the drifts along the group orbit. The equivariance con­
ditions (5.4)-(5.7) imposes restrictions on h(x) and k(x) and consequently on the 
motion that appears in the group direction. We consider each solution branch in 
turn.
5 . 1  S p a t i o t e m p o r a l  s y m m e t r y  Z 5
Where there is no confusion we suppress the notation on A. Let x(t)  be a T ( A)- 
periodic solution with Z5 symmetry. Then x(t)  satisfies
x ( t  +  T /5 )  =  R *,x ( t) .  (5.8)5
Since x(t)  is T(A)-periodic, the real valued function h(x(t))  is also T(A)-periodic.
Therefore we may write h (x ( t)) as a Fourier series obtaining
0 =  h(x(t)) — ^  hn exp(ma>b(A)£). (5.9)
n£ Z
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h(x(t  +  T(A)/5)) =  h (R 2nx(t)) =  h(x(t)). (5.10)5
This imposes conditions upon the Fourier series (5.9)
y /  hn exp[ in u bt) exp(in^-) =  V"} hn exp(inu)bt) 
neZ n e z
Therefore hn =  0 unless n =  0 mod 5. Hence (5.9) becomes
0 =  hn exp( i 5nujb(X)t), (5.11)
n e z
where
hn =  hbn for all n £ Z.
Integrating (5.11) term by term we obtain
0(t) =  M  +  01M, (5.12)
where 0i(t) =  i 5nS,TX) exP(^ 5nu?b(A)i) is a ^-^-periodic function. So the
speed of rotation 0  is a constant plus periodic modulations, hence the rotation is 
nonuniform.
We now consider k(x(t)). The equivariance condition (5.6) and the symmetry 
condition (5.8) yields
k {x ( t  +  T I  5)) =  k (R 2*x ( t ) )  =  exp ( i— )k(x(t)).  (5.13)
5 5
Writing k(x(t))  as a Fourier series and applying (5.13) gives
y /  kn exp(z nub(X)t) exp(£ n ~ )  — y /  kn exp(i nub(X)t) exp(« — ),
■ D "* D
neZ neZ
therefore /cn =  0 unless n =  1 mod 5. (5.14)
Now consider the differential equation
p =  exp(? <f)(t))k(x) =  exp(z hat)g ( t), 
where <7(2) =  exp(i0i(t))A;(a:(£)) is T(A)-periodic. From (5.8) and (5.6) 
g(t +  ^ ^ )  =  exp(i 0 ! (t +  ^ ^ )) fe (a :( t  +  — ^ ) )
=  exp («0!(i))fc (iitea ;(i))5
27T
=  exp(z0 i(t)) exp(i— )&(#(£))
5
It follows from (5.8) and the invariance condition (5.4) that
.27r
so g(t) satisfies the same equivariance conditions as k (x { t)), namely (5.14).
We can now proceed and write g(t) as a Fourier series,
g(t) =  ^ p i +5n exp(z (1 +  5n)wb(A)t).
Solving for p(t) by integrating term by term yields
V(t) =  Y  '(h _i_ r f - u ?  1 ( \ \ \  exP(ft(1 +  5n)o;6(A) +  h0)t). (5.15)^  z(h0 +  (1 +  5n)wb(A))
This gives a two frequency quasiperiodic translation motion in the plane. When 
this is coupled with rotations we get a meandering pattern.
However, if hQ +  /ccub(A) =  0 for some k — 1 +  5n' then we have a point of 
resonance and p{t) becomes
Pit) =  g * t + Y :  W o  — f ++5s V (A ))  exp(i(1 +  5n+ A) +  (5'16)n^ n'
The linear term in (5.16) gives unbounded linear drift in the plane.
In summary, away from resonance we have a quasiperiodic translation and a nonuni- 
form rotation leading to a meandering pattern. At a point of resonance we have 
unbounded linear drift across the plane.
5 . 2  S p a t i o t e m p o r a l  s y m m e t r y  Z 2 ( s )
In this case Z2(s) is a purely spatial symmetry and x { t ) satisfies s.x(t) =  x(t). From 
this symmetry condition and equivariance condition(5.5) we have
h(x(t)) — h(s.x(t)) =  —h(x(t)),
therefore h(x ( t)) =  0, hence there is no rotational motion. Upon considering k (x ( t)) 
we find that
k(x(t))  — k(s(x(t))  =  k (x ( t)), (5.17)
so k(x{t)) is real valued.
Writing k(x(t))  as a Fourier series and applying (5.17) gives
kn exp(inoJij(\)t) =  kn exp(—inub(X)t).
neZ n6Z
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Therefore kn =  /c_n. Integrating (5.2) term by term yields
kn 
i  nay, (A)
p (t) =  k0t  +  ^  exp(inub(\)t). (5.18)
n/ 0
The first term in p(t) gives unbounded linear drift whilst the second term is 
T(A)-periodic. This gives the possibility of contragrade motion, where the pattern 
primarily moves in one direction but retreats backwards periodically. We also have 
no rotational motion so the pattern does not meander.
5 . 3  S p a t i o t e m p o r a l  s y m m e t r y  Z 2 ( 5 ,
We again have spatialtemporal symmetry with the T(A)-periodic solution x(t)  sat­
isfying
x ( t  -i ^ r r )  =  sx(t). (5.19)UJb(A)
Upon writing h(x(t))  as a Fourier series and applying (5.19) and (5.5) we obtain 
hn exp (may, (A) t) exp(imr) =  ^  hn exp(moy,(A)£) exp(£7r),
n n
therefore hn — 0 for n even.
The solution to (5.1) is then given by
=  1 m  exPW 2n +  1H (A )i). (5.20)“  H 2 n +  l)oy,(A)
Thus the speed of rotation is purely periodic.
Following the usual procedure for k(x(t)),  (5.19) and (5.7) yields
kn exp(moy,(A)£) exp(imr) =  kn exp(—inu)b( \ ) l ) .
This gives the following conditions upon the Fourier coefficients of k(x)
fc f neven ^
[ — fc-n n odd
Let G(t) — exp(i<p(t))k(x), then G(t) is T(A)-periodic and from (5.20), (5.19) 
and (5.7),
G(t + = eXp(^ (< + +  ) }
=  exp(—i(f>(t))k(s.x) =  G(t).
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So G(t) has the same equivariant condition as k(x), hence the Fourier coefficients 
of G(t) will have the same restrictions as in (5.21).
Upon expressing G(t) as a Fourier series, the differential equation (5.2) becomes
p =  exp(i(f>)k(x) — G(t) =  exp(i j u b(\)t).
j
As usual this can be solved by integrating term by term giving
p it)  =  go t+  Y 2  i j u h{X) exp 5^’22^
So p(t) describes a linear drift in the plane with modulated motions in the trans­
verse direction, coupled with this is a rigid rotational motion.
5 . 4  G e n e r a l  f o r m  o f  h ( x )  a n d  k { x )
We wish to determine the general form of h : C2 —> R and k : C2 —> C and hence 
find the lowest order terms tha t will dominate.
Let x  — (aq, x 2) where aq, x 2 £ C, and recall the following action of O5 011 C2
s(aq,aq) =  (aq>,aq)
2tx 2ir
R {xu x 2) =  (exp(zy)aq  , e x p ( - z y )x 2).
Writing h(x) as a general polynomial in (aq,aq) we have
K x) -  ^ 2  aai6/3xfx lpx lx ^ 5,
a, ft, 7, <5
where a, fi, 7 , 5 >  0 and aa isp is a constant.
Note that XiX2, XiX2, aqaq and x 2x i  are invariant under the above action of 
B5. Hence we may simplify h(x) by factoring out terms of the form (aqaq)mm 0^t,7\  
( ^ f ^ ) mtn(/3,<5\  (aqaq)m*Iha,/3\  and (aqaq)min 7^’^ - This can be achieved in four ways, 
yielding the following monomials:
\_P'kik2 ) pk\k2 ( t c ) ia/)X\ , pk\k2 ix )lJlil ‘2 (®)®2» P,k\k2 (®)^/i/2 i x )x 2 }.
(5.23)
Where MfcifeCU =  (x iX i)k l(x2x5)k2, lhi2(x) =  ( x ix 2)h (x[xZ)h and Aq, k2, lu  l2, a, b, 
c, d >  0 .
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These monomials form the generators of h(x) and hence must satisfy the equiv­
ariance conditions (5.4) and (5.5). Note tha t pklk2(x) and hii2(x) are invariant 
under the action of rotations. Therefore applying (5.4) to each of the monomials 
gives conditions upon the exponents a, 6, c and d:
A similar calculation yields the same condition for the other exponents, hence we 
may write
where p , q, r, t  E R are constants.
Observing that hpfs.x) =  h g fx )  and pklk2(s.x) =  pk2kl(x), then applying (5.5) 
gives conditions upon the constants and exponents of h{x). We find that (5.24) 
becomes
We also have that h(x) is real valued, i.e. h(x) — h(x). This imposes further 
restrictions upon the constants and exponents of h(x). In particular, q =  p, ki — 
/c', 2 =  1,2 and ft =  ft, ft =  ft- Hence we finally get
h{x) ■ p\p,k\k2jlil2x\ f~tk2k\llil2x2 \ "b P\Fkik2ll2lix l Rk2kih2lix2 ]
We follow a similar procedure for k(x). Let
F k ^ A Y lh h Y )  exp(t~a)a;?  =  pklk2{x) lhi2(x)x^
=> a =  5m m E l* .
h(x) =  p pklk2(x) lh h {x )x \m +  q {x) lVii'2{x )x ibrn-\-
r  Pk'jk'jM ft/i"(x )x l m +  t Pkfk'f (x )h»'i$'{x)x2 >rn (5.24)
Factoring out pklk2(x) and kp2{x) in the same manner as for h(x) yields the same
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2tt 27T
p klkJhi2 exp(£— a)rci =  exp(i— )pklkJ hi2Xi
=4- a =  1 +  5m,
2tt
Pk^kJhh e x p ( - i— b)x\ =  exp( i— )pklk2lhi2A  
=> b =  4 +  5m,
2yr 27t
Pkrkfihh exp(-£— a )^2 =  ex p (£ y  )pk1k2h1i2 x 2
c =  4 +  5m,
2tt 2tt
Pkikihih exp(£-y d ) ^  =  exp (£y )M W rii2*2 
=4 d =  1 +  5m.
Hence we have the monomials
{/7fc1fe2^ 1/2*i+5m, pklk2lhi2xt+5m, Mfcifc2^ i/2*21+5m}'
Writing A:(a:) as a polynomial in these monomials and applying (5.7) shows that the 
general form of k(x) is
&(*) =  P Mfe1fe2(*)^1i2(*)*i+5m +  I  Mfcifc2(*)Gi2(*)*T4+5m+
<7 Mfc!fc2(*)Ai2(*)*2+5m +  V Mfcifc2(*)^£2(*)*21+5m. (5.26)
5 . 5  H o w  t h e  M o t i o n  S c a l e s  w i t h  A
Let a:(£, A) be the branch of periodic solutions guaranteed by the Hopf theorem. We 
can write this as a Fourier series x(t,  A) =  ]T) x n(X) exp(i nay,(A)f,(A)£), where u b is 
the Hopf frequency and A is the bifurcation parameter. The general theory, see for 
example [21], states that the Fourier coefficients satisfy
|n|
xq ~  A, x n ~  A 2 , n f  0.
Having calculated the general form of h(x) and k(x) and described the type of motion 
expected in the previous sections, our aim is to determine how these motions scale 
with the bifurcation parameter A. It is sufficient to take the lowest order term as 
this will dominate since A <  1. In our situation we have three possible periodic 
solutions, examining each in turn.
terms as in (5.23). Applying (5.6) to these terms gives:
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x(t)  =  Y ,  x i+s n exp(z(l +  5n)ub(X)t) . (5.27)
n
Fix(Z5) — {x, 0). As h(x) f  0, we let the exponents ft = ft = &2 == 0, then
/>(*)!(.,0) =  P [ M ^ 5™] + p [ |x |2fe>Z5m].
Hence the lowest order non-zero term is given by k\ — 1, m — 0,
h(x) ~  |rc|2.
Substituting (5.27) into the above yields
\x \2 =  Y  M+5mM+5n2 exp(z5(ni -  n2)wb{X)l).
ni, Ti2£Z
Hence the lowest order constant term can be achieved by taking n\ =  n2 — 0. This 
leaves the Fourier coefficients
X\X-\  ~  A.
The lowest order non-constant term is obtained by taking n\ =  0, n2 =  — 1,
1 4  5
X\ exp{iub(X)t)x4 exp(z4a?b(A)£) ~  A2 A2 =  A2.
Comparing this to the Fourier expansion of h(x) we have that
ho ~  A, hn X T , n / 0 .
Therefore the solution (5.12))has the following scalings
<f>(t) — Xh0t  +  A2
We now consider k(x). As /c(x) f  0, we let h =  ft =  fc2 =  k'2 =  0 then
fc(x)|(*,o> =  V 0X1+5m +  g f t ;  0X4+5“ . (5.28)
The lowest order term can be obtained by taking k\ =  k[ =  m  =  0,
k (x )p a p x .  (5.29)
@ Z 5.
The periodic solution x(t) with Z5 symmetry has the Fourier expansion:
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k{x) =  p y ^ a q +5n exp(i(l +  5n)u;&(A)£). (5.30)
n
The lowest order non-constant term is given by aq exp(iujb(X)t) ~  A^, so the 
Fourier expansion of k{x) is of order A1. Therefore
E  -i{ho + e x m K  + (1 + 5 n ) M m '
Since the translations are stronger than the rotational motion the pattern will 
meander with a clearly defined petal pattern similar to Figure 4.1(c).
R esonance
At a point of resonance ho +  (1 +  5n')u?b(A) =  0. The term associated with this 
resonance is aq+5n' exp(wJb(A)(l +  5n')t)  ~  A1 +2 1; achieved by letting n — n' in 
(5.30). The lowest order nonresonant term is given by considering the n =  0 term 
in (5.30). Hence at a point of resonance we have
Pit) =  A “ f V  +  A i y y  — (f ; 55n„ H (A )) exp ( i(h0 +  (1 +  6»W A ))I).
In the case of resonance, if n! >  1 the linear drift is slow compared to the 
quasiperiodic meander. Hence the effects of the drift will not be seen for a long 
time.
© Z2(s).
The periodic solution x{t)  now has the Fourier expansion
x(t)  — y / a : n exp(i nu)b{X)t), (5.31)
n
where the Fourier coefficients xn satisfy x n — x~n. Restricting k(x) to Fix(Z2(s)) =  
(x ,x )  yields
k(x) |(x>x) =  \x \^kx+k2)x 2hx 2l2{p x 1+5m +  q a/44"5™ +  q x 4+5m +  p x 1+bm).
Letting Aq =  k2 =  h =  h  =  m  — 0 gives
/c(:r)|(X)X) — p x  +  qx4 + q x 4 + p x
~  ( P + p ) Y l Xn exp(i ntOb(X)t),
Substituting (5.27) into (5.29) gives
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upon substitution of (5.31) and ignoring the quartic order terms.
The lowest order constant term is Xq ~  A and the lowest order non-constant term 
is Xi ~  As. So we have
p it)  =  \ k 0t +  - r  exp(£ nub( \ ) t ) .
i / o 1 nt+ A)
In this situation the periodic modulation is stronger than the linear drift. So we 
see a contragrade motion along the axis of reflection.
* Z2(s,© )-
The periodic solution has the Fourier expansion
x{t) =  2 ^ / x n exp(inub(X)t) (5.32)
where
x n =  x - n n  even 
x „ — —X-r, n  odd.
Fix(Z2(s, TUJ)) =  [x, —x). A similar calculation as before shows that the lowest 
order term in /i(rc) |(a;,—a:) is
h(x)\(x-x) «  x 5 =  ( exp(incjb(\)t) j .
' n '
The lowest order non constant term arises from
(exp(£ay,(A)£)a;i)3(exp(—£uy,(A)t)a:_i)2 =  zfx2.! exp(iujb(X)t) ~  A2 A =  AX 
Hence
= Af X  i{2 „ + 7 ) l b(x )expW2n+1)a,fc(A)t)'
Now k(x)\(x ~x) pc x. Hence the order of the constant term in the Fourier expan­
sion of k(x) is A and the lowest order of the non constant term is Ax Therefore
P(t) =  Xg0t  +  A^  y y  . J "  exp(£nuy,(A)£).
0
The periodic modulations are stronger than the linear drift and uniform rotation. 
Consequently there is a slow linear drift across the plane with fast motions in the 
transverse direction.
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H o p f  B i f u r c a t i o n s  f r o m  R o t a t i n g  W a v e s  i n  
S p h e r i c a l  G e o m e t r y
In Section 4.5 we discussed a Hopf bifurcation from a spiral wave posed in a planar 
domain. Spiral waves have also been observed in experiments where the medium is a 
three-dimensional domain for example, biological systems such as the heart [6] and 
in regions of the brain [14]. Numerical integration of reaction diffusion equations 
have been performed to illustrate the evolution of spiral waves on a sphere [42, 43]. 
There they observed a meandering of the spiral tip analogous to that seen for spiral 
waves posed in a plane. We consider a Hopf bifurcation from a rotating wave in an 
abstract evolution equation with spherical 50 (3 ) symmetry. In doing so, we recover 
by different methods similar results of Wulff [41] (see also Comanici [11]).
The starting point of our work is again the skew product equations of Krupa [29] 
and Fiedler et al [15]. When T =  S E (2) these equations could be solved directly 
as seen in Section 4.5. This is not the case when T =  50(3) and we appeal to the 
normal form theory of Fiedler and Turaev [16] to simplify the system and Floquet 
theory to describe the motion of the bifurcated state. Even in normal form we 
find tha t the resonant case cannot be solved directly and we have to develop new 
methods.
Throughout this chapter we make the assumption that the rotating wave has 
trivial isotropy.
6 . 1  T  =  S O { 3 ) H o p f  B i f u r c a t i o n
Consider a rotating wave in a system with spherical 50 (3 ) symmetry. Assume that 
the initial state is rotating around the vertical axis with speed u r . As usual the
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skew product equations take the form
g =  g£{x, A) 
x  =  f { x ,  A).
( 6 . 1 )
Here A E M is a parameter, x £ V,  /(0 , 0) =  0, and g(£, A) lies in the group 50(3 ) 
with p(£, 0) — exp(?7o£) where
Vo =
( 0 u)r 0 
-ur 0 0
0 0 0
\
)
(6.2)
Suppose this rotating wave undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at A =  0. Then V  =  C, 
d/(o,o) — and there is a branch of T(A) — periodic solutions x(t,  A), with
ujb( 0) = ub.
The bifurcating solutions have the form
g{t, A) =  exp(?7(A)£)7 (£, A),
where 7 7(A) E LS O {3) and y{t,  A) E 50(3 ) is T(A)-periodic.
The long term motion is determined by exp(?7(A)T(A)) E 50(3 ). By Euler’s 
theorem nonidentity elements of 50 (3 ) are rotations, and the axis of rotation v for 
exp(77(A)T(A)) is given by
v{%)v ~  0- (6.3)
In the next section we show how to use the normal form theory of Fiedler and 
Turaev [16] to compute the axis and angle of rotation for exp(?7(A)T(A))
6 . 2  N o r m a l  F o r m  r e d u c t i o n
Recall the ODE governing the drifts along the group orbit
g =  g f{x ,  A). (6.4)
This can be solved directly subject to certain conditions, as described in Section 
4.2.1. However the presence of certain terms in ft(x, A) may violate these conditions, 
in which case (6.4) cannot be solved directly. In this situation we can reduce (6.4) to
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normal form  by appealing to the methods of Fiedler and Turaev [16]. This process 
works by removing monomials from A) via the following change of coordinates
g gexp(Pk(x, A)) =  g (Id  +  Pk(x, A) +  • • •), (6.5)
where Pk{x, A) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k which lies in the Lie algebra 
of T.
Upon expanding £(*, A) in a Taylor series and with the above change of coordi­
nates, (6.4) becomes
9 =  <?(£(0,0) +  £i(*? A) + -----1- £&(*> A)
+  Pk(x, A)?(0,0) -  {(0, 0)Pk(x, A) -  (dPk)xL x  +  ■••). (6 .6 )
Here L  — (d/)(o,o) and £&(*, A) contains terms of degree k.
Let V k be the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k  on V. Define a 
linear operator : V k —> V k by
$ P k(x) =  Pk(x)£(0,0) -  £(0,0)Pk(x) -  (dPk)xL x .
For each k we choose a complementary space H k C V k such tha t V k — H k © 
Jm(<F). Then the truncated normal form of (6.4) is
9 =  g(€(0,0) +  £i(z, A) +  £2(*, A) -I------ f  £*;(*, A))
where ^  G H^.
In principle, once the normal form has been found we can solve for the new 
coordinates. For a true interpretation we have to return to the original coordinates 
by inverting (6.5). Let gn( t , A) be the normal form solution and g(t , A) be the original 
coordinates. Let P ( x ( t , \ ) , \ )  G LT  be the change of coordinates used to perform 
the normal form reduction, hence contains all the monomials tha t are removed by 
the normal form reduction. Then inverting (6.5) and multiplying by exp(P(0, A)) 
gives
g (t , A) =  exp(P(0, A))#„(£, A) exp(-P(£, A)), (6.7)
where P(£, A) is shorthand for P (x ( t , A), A).
Remark. We have included a factor of exp(P(0, A)) in the original coordinates in 
order to preserve the initial condition, y(0, A) =  e. This factor does not affect the 
validity of the solution by equivariance, since exp(P(0, A)) is a constant and lies in 
the group.
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Let Ad : T —► GL(LT), g ^  Ad(g) be the adjoint representation. It is a map 
defined by
Ad (#)£ =  g£g~l .
Here £ £ IT and g £ T. In the ensuing a subscript n will refer to the normal form 
solution.
Proposition 6.1.
exp(?7(A)T(A)) = exp[Adexp(p(o,A))?7n(A)T(A)], (6.8)
Proof. We suppress the dependence on A. Prom (4.10) and (6.7) we have
exp(ijt)i(t) = exp(P(0))exp(77nt)7„(t)exp(-P(t)).
Then remembering that P ( t), 7 it), 7n(t) are T(A)-periodic and 7 (0) = 
we have our result upon setting t  — T (A).
There are two situations to consider, nonresonant and resonant 
the nonresonant case first.
6 . 3  5 0 ( 3 )  N o n r e s o n a n t  H o p f  B i f u r c a t i o n
Assume that tur is not an integer multiple of ujb. Then following the normal form 
reduction outlined in Section 6.2 (see Appendix B.1.1) the normal form of (6.1) up 
to any required order is
9 = 0(£i(Oi A) +  M(xx)) , (6.9)
where
/ 0 wr(A) 0 ( 0 a(xx) 0 \
£i(0, A) = -Wr(A) 0 0 and M(xx) = — a(xx) 0 0
V 0 0 0 ) \ 0 0 0 J
We subsume the constant terms of M{xx) into £i(0,A), so that a{xx) contains 
purely periodic terms. Note that o;r(0) — cor.
 7n(0) = Id, 
□
.We consider
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6 .3 .1  I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  N o n r e s o n a n t  N o r m a l  F o r m
The terms £i(0, A) and M{xx) lie in the same abelian subgroup so (6.9) is solvable 
with solution
9n(t, A) - 
where the angle a satisfies
( cos(a:(£, A)) sin(a:(£, A)) 0 ^
— sin(a:(£, A)) cos(a(£, A)) 0 
0 0 1
(6.10)
/
a = a;r(A) + a{xx). (6.11)
Equation (6.11) describes the speed of rotation.
Although the long term motion of this solution can be interpreted without re­
course to Floquet theory, for completeness we shall determine and interpret exp{rjn(X)T{X)). 
We find that
Vniff) a?r(A)
/
V
o 1 o
- 1 0  0 
0 0 0
\
From (6.3) the axis of rotation vn of exp(?7n(A)T(A)) is
vn = (0,0,1)4,
and the rotation around this axis is nonuniform since the speed of rotation (6.11) is 
periodically modulated .
Interpretation in the Original Coordinates
In the original coordinates g(t, A) is given by (c.f. equation (6.7))
g(t, A) = exp(P(0, A))gn(t, A) exp(P(t, A)). (6.12)
Since we have nonresonance the two frequencies ujt and cob are independent, hence 
g{ t, A) is typically quasiperiodic.
The speed of rotation is not changed upon converting from normal form to the 
original coordinates and hence has T(A)-periodic modulations as given by (6.11).
6 2
It remains to compute the axis of rotation v(X) in the original coordinates. From 
Proposition 6.1 we have exp{rjT(X)) = exp(AdeXp(P(o))7n7’(^ )) where
AdeXp(p(o))?7n
(
V
0 A 
- A  0 
- B  - C
B
C
0
\
u?r (A),
where to lowest order in A, A = 1 + aA, B = —c YA and C = bYX. Here a, b and c 
are constants.
Therefore from (6.3),
v(A ) =  ( C , - B , A ? .
The angle 9 between v{X) and v0 = (0,0, l)r satisfies cos{9) = Hence to
first order in A, 9 is of order YX.
Before the bifurcation the rotating wave is rotating around v0 with constant 
speed uv After the bifurcation the speed of rotation and axis of rotation are being 
periodically modulated and the long term motion is around an axis that is tilted from 
Vo by approximately an angle YX. Therefore the path of the modulated rotating 
wave does not deviate too far from the original path, see Figure 6.1. Projecting 
down onto the ‘x-y’ plane we see a meandering pattern analogous to the S E ( 2) 
case, see Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.1: Thick Line: Figure 6.2: Projection of
Path of underlying rotating M R W  onto x-y plane,
wave. Solid line: Path of 
M R W  after 13 periods
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6 . 4  S O (3) R e s o n a n t  H o p f  B i f u r c a t i o n
Now suppose we have an m th order resonance, ujt + mojb = 0. A calculation (see 
Appendix B.l.2) shows that resonant terms in the normal form first arise at order 
m, and that the normal form is
9 =  g{€i(X) + Mnr(x, X) + Mr(x, A)} (6.13)
where
 ^ 0 u>r( X) 0 ^  ^ 0 a(xx, A) 0 ^
Ci (A) = —LOr(X) 0 0 ) Mnr(x, A) — — a(xx, A) 0 0oo
° )
oo
° y
t 0 0 xmb(xx, A) ^
and SSII 0 0 xmc(xx, A)
 ^— xmb{xx, A) —xmc(xx, A) 0 j
Here a is real-valued and b, c are complex-valued. Again, we subsume the con­
stant part of Mnr(xx, A) into £i(A) so that a(x\(t)xx(t), A) contains purely periodic 
terms. Note that uy.(0) = u)r and that Mr(x, A) contains the resonant terms.
We make the assumption that m  > 0. If m < 0 then the terms that are not 
removed by the normal form reduction are ^ ( x x f 1. However since we also have the 
complex conjugate of these terms the monomials will be the same as in the m > 0 
case, so the following analysis remains valid.
6 .4 .1  S o lu t io n  o f  R e s o n a n t  N o rm a l  fo rm
We would like to form a solution exp(£(0, A)t + /J(Mr + Mnr)) in the usual manner 
for a linear matrix differential equation. However this process breaks down when 
the matrices Mr and Mnr do not commute.
The main result of this section is that we can construct a leading order solution 
to (6.13). We require the following elementary result.
Proposition 6.2. Let T C GL(n, M) be a Lie Group and LT be the corresponding 
Lie algebra. Then for A, B close to the origin in LT the matrix C = \n(eAeB) G LT 
is uniquely defined, and C = A + B + 0(jA|2 + |B|2).
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git, A) = H{t, A) exp(B(£, A)) exp(£i(A)£ 4- A(t, A)),
where
A(t,  X) — f Mnr(x(s), A) ds, B(t ,X)  =
Jo
and H{t, A) £ 50(3) satisfies H {0, A) = I, H(t , A) = I + 0(A(m+1)/2).
Proof. First move (6.13) to a rotating frame via the change of coordinates, 
g(t,X) =  g(t, X)e~Zdx)t . Noting that e ~ ^ x^fii{X) = £i(A)e“ 1^^ t and suppressing 
the arguments, we have
j = - R e - f ' % = ${(& + M nr +  Mr) e - e " ^ }
= + Mur + M r)e-«>‘ - e-*‘£i} = g e ^ ( M nr + M r)e-&‘.
Therefore in a rotating frame the ODE for the resonant normal form is
~g =  g(Mnr +  A d ( e ^ ) M r). (6.14)
Dehne A and B as in the statement of the theorem, so A — 0 ( X lB) and 
B =  0(Am/2). We have f  exp A(t) — exp A(t) A(t) (using commutativity), and 
a calculation using Proposition 6.2 shows that ^  exp B(t) — (B { t) + E( t)) expB(t) 
where E(t)  — 0(Am).
Hence substituting the ansatz g — H exp B exp A into (6.14) yields the condition 
H  =  HL(t) , where L =  (Ad(eBeA) - I ) A d ( e ^ ) M r -  E.
The second term of L is 0(Am). Since A , B  — 0 ( A1/2) and Mr — 0(Xml2), it 
follows that L — 0 (A^ m+1F2). By smooth dependence on initial conditions, H = 
I 4- 0(A(m+1)/2).
Passing out of the rotating frame yields the required result. □
Resonant Motion in Normal Form
As usual, we let ay (A) denote the Hopf frequency along the branch of T {A) = 
27r/oy(A) periodic solutions x\( t ) for the x equation in (6.1).
We defined ay (A) when formulating the normal form equation (6.13). We now
show that there is a resonance phenomenon along the curve ay (A) 4- may (A) = 0.
This phenomenon occurs in the long term behavior and hence is governed by 
g(T( A), A).
T h eo rem  6.3 . The solution to (6.13) is given by
/Jo Ad{exp(f i{X)s))Mr{x(s), A) ds,
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Theorem 6.4. Along the resonance curve u r(X) + mub(X) — 0,
g(T(A),A) = / + 0(A”>/2)
is a near-identity rotation around an axis perpendicular to the original axis of rota­
tion (0, 0, l)f.
Proof. In the following computation we work modulo terms that are 0(X^m+1^2) 
whenever this is convenient. (Certain terms that are 0(A^ m+1^2) are retained, since 
the resonance curve u?,.(A) + mcofX) — 0 involves terms of all orders.)
By definition, Mnr is T(A)-periodic with no constant terms so A(T(A), A) = 0. At 
resonance, ur(X)T{X) = 2irm so that exp(fti(A)T(A)) = I. Hence by Theorem 6.3,
g{T(A), A) = exp(B(T(A), A)) + 0(A<ra+W2) = / + Am/2),
proving the first statement of the theorem.
The adjoint action of exp(fti(A)s) preserves the zero entries of Mr (acting by rota­
tion on pairs of nonzero entries) and so B{t) inherits the structure of Mr (vanishing 
upper-left 2 x 2 minor).
By (6.3), the axis of rotation is perpendicular to (0, 0, 1)* as required. □
Remark. A formula for the axis of rotation can be computed to lowest order by 
computing B (T (A), A). The integrand is T(A)-periodic, so it suffices to isolate the 
constant terms to lowest order. By (4.8), x x(t) =  aiX1^ 2elu)b('X^t + a_iA1/2e“'Wb^A^  + 
O(A) where a±i E C.
Hence
Mr(xx(t), A) = Am/2^{(a™eima;b(A)t + a ^ e ' ^ ^ M o }  + 0(A(m+1)/2),
/  0 0 &0 \
where Mq = 0 0 Cq and bo — 6(0,0), Co = c(0, 0).
^ - b 0 -cq 0 J
We compute that Ad(exp(£i(A)t))Mo has the same form as Mo except that bo 
and cq become
&o cos u>r(X)t — Co sinu;r(A)£, &osino/r(A)£ + Co cosu/r(A)£,
respectively.
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0
Hence, the constant terms in the skew-symmetric matrix Ad(exp(£i( \ ) t ) )Mr(xx(t)> A) 
are given at lowest order by a scalar multiple of
/ 0 0 (off + aEfbo + i (a? - aTfco \
0 0 (off +  afffcQ -  i(aff -  dfffbo 
* * 0
5ft (6.15)
/
Integrating to obtain B(t, A) and evaluating at T  =  T (A) yields the same matrix 
as in (6.15) up to a scalar factor. By (6.3) we obtain the axis of rotation.
Figure 6.3: T = 50(3): At 
a resonance with m = 2. 
Path of M R W  after one pe­
riod
Figure 6.4: T = 50(3): At 
a resonance with m = 1. 
Path of M R W  after forty pe­
riods
In the first period after the bifurcation the reference point of the modulated 
rotating wave traces out a path which is close to the original path, see Figure 6.3. 
In subsequent periods this circle will be rotated around an axis perpendicular to 
the original axis of rotation by Theorem 6.4, see Figure 6.4. This is in contrast to 
the nonresonant case where the normal form solution is rigidly rotating around the 
original axis.
Resonant motion in Original Coordinates
As usual, in the original coordinates the long term motion of the modulated rotating 
wave can be described by the axis of rotation v(X) for exp(?7(A)T(A)).
Proposition 6.5. The axis of rotation for exp(r](X)T(X)) is given by
v(X) = exp(P(0, A))u„(A),
where P(t ,X) G L S O (3) is the change of coordinates used to perform the normal 
form reduction and vn is the axis of rotation for the normal form solution.
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Figure 6.5: Path of the M R W  Figure 6.6: Projection of the
after 10 periods at a resonance M R W  onto the ‘x-y’ plane,
with m = 1, in original coordi­
nates.
Proof. Let v — exp(P(0, X))vn, then from Proposition 6.1,
T ] V  = Adexp^^A))7?^
= exp(P(0, A))?7n exp(-P(0, A)) exp(P(0, X))vn =  0,
since vn E k e r ( r j n ( A)).
Therefore v E ker(ij) and the result follows from (6.3). □
The axis u(A) is hence approximately an angle Y A away from un(A) which is itself 
perpendicular to the axis of rotation for the original rotating wave. The path of the 
modulated rotating wave is similar to what was seen in the normal form. That is the 
first path is close to m full circles and as the first path gets rotated around the axis 
v(X), the modulated rotating wave drifts around the sphere, see Figure 6.5. Upon 
projecting down onto the ‘x-y’ plane we see the path drifting linearly, Figure 6.6, 
in a manner analogous to the S E (2) case. Furthermore exp(?7(A)T(A)) is a small 
rotation of order A™?2 so for m large the effects of this drift takes a long time to 
manifest.
A  C h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n  o f  R e s o n a n c e
In previous chapters we discussed Hopf bifurcation from a relative equilibrium in 
systems with S E {2) and 50(3) symmetry. There we found that a resonant Hopf 
bifurcation resulted in a drift that was strikingly different from a nonresonant Hopf 
bifurcation. In those two situations we gave a definition of resonance relating the 
two intrinsic frequencies ay and ay arising from a Hopf bifurcation from a relative 
equilibrium namely,
ay + may = 0 for some m £ Z. (7.1)
Previously a definition was given in [16]. The definition in [16] was given in 
terms of an algebraic condition dictating the complexity of certain normal form 
calculations, rather than in terms of the phenomena arising in the Hopf bifurcation.
In this chapter we consider compact Lie groups. A geometric definition of reso­
nance directly related to the bifurcation-theoretic phenomena of interest is given. It 
is then shown that this definition agrees with the algebraic definition given in [16]. 
In specific examples we derive the necessary conditions for a resonant Hopf bifur­
cation to occur and show that (7.1) is the natural definition for 50(3). Finally, in 
Section 7.3 we solve the skew product equations for a general compact Lie group in 
the nonresonant and resonant cases.
Since the underlying group is compact the relative equilibrium typically defines a 
maximal torus % in T. Similarly the bifurcating relative periodic solutions typically 
define a family of maximal tori T\. It turns out that generically, T\ —> TQ as 
A —> 0. However when T is not abelian it is unavoidable that a situation arises 
where T\ %. This is what we call a resonant Hopf bifurcation.
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7 . 1  P r e l i m i n a r i e s
Here we collect some standard results about maximal tori in compact, connected 
Lie groups.
Let r be a compact, connected Lie group. A torus T  contained in F is a compact, 
connected, abelian subgroup of F. We say T  is maximal if there is no other torus T'  
such that T  C T' C f. Every element of F is contained in at least one maximal torus 
and all maximal tori in F are conjugate. The common dimension of the maximal 
tori is called the rank of T, denoted rank F.
Definition 7.1. An element g E F is regular if it lies in an unique maximal torus. 
Otherwise, g is called singular.
Let Z(g) =  {h E T : hg =  gh} denote the centraliser of g and Z(g)° be the 
connected component of Z(g) which contains the identity. We have the following 
dichotomy:
(i) If g is regular then dim Z(g) = rank F.
(ii) If g is singular then dim Z(g) > rank F.
In case (i) we have that Z(g)° is the unique maximal torus Tg containing g.
Let | | denote distance on F. We measure distance on a compact Lie group F by 
viewing F C O(n) as a set of n x n orthogonal matrices. Identify the space of all 
n x n matrices with R7*2. Then Euclidean distance on R™2 defines a distance on the 
space of n x n matrices and hence restricts to a distance | ] on F.
Let A, B C T, define the (nonsymmetric) distance from A to B,
dist(A, B) — sup inf |a — b\.
The set V r of subsets of F is a metric space with Hausdorff metric
d{A, B ) — dist(A, B) + dist(P, A).
Let U C T be the set of regular elements.
Proposition 7.2. The map Z  : F —» V r given by g i—> Z(g) restricts to a continuous 
map on U.
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Proof. Note that Tg = Z(g)° = expker(Adg — I). Now ker(Adg — I) depends 
smoothly on g except at changes in dimension, but dim k.ev(Adg — I) is constant for 
g £ U. Hence Z(g) varies continuously with g. □
For g F U, we can identify Z(g)° with the maximal torus Tg containing g. It
follows from Proposition 7.2 that Tg depends continuously on g G U. Moreover,
T — U consists of discontinuity points in the following sense. If g\ and g\ are smooth 
curves in F with gl and g2 singular, then typically:
® 9\> 9\ G U for A f  0 small.
© Both dist(7^ i,TgY) 0 and dist(7 2^,7^ i) 0 as A —» 0.
7 .2  R e s o n a n c e
Let r be a compact Lie group and let V be a finite-dimensional vector space. Recall 
the skew product equations on T x V
g =  g£{x , \ ) (7.2)
x =  f (x , A), (7.3)
where £ : V x R —» LT, f  : V x R —> V are smooth maps and A G R is a parameter.
Suppose that at A = 0 we have a relative equilibrium solution (g(t, 0), x(t, 0)) = 
(exp(77t), 0) so that /(0, 0) = 0 and £(0, 0) — 77. The group % =  (exp(£77) : t G R} is 
a torus in T. We assume throughout that % is maximal torus. In particular
ker ad^  ■= L%. (7.4)
Suppose that the relative equilibrium undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at A = 0. In 
other words the equilibrium at x = 0 in the x equation undergoes a Hopf bifurcation. 
Generically, after center manifold reduction we may suppose that V  — R 2 = C, 
/(0, A) = 0 and (d/)(o,A) — a'(A) + i(3(A), where a(0) = 0 and (3(0) =  u b > 0.
The Hopf theorem guarantees the existence of a branch of periodic solutions 
x ( t, A) with period T (A) = 27r/a;&(A) with wb(0) = u>b. This corresponds to a rela­
tive periodic solution (g(t, X),x(t, A)) for the skew product equations. Recall from 
Section 4.3 that modulo exp(?7(A)^^y) = <?(~^ y,A) the drift given by g(t, X) is 
T(A)-periodic. We call <j(A) = g(T(A), A) the spatiotemporal generator and T(A)the 
relative period of the relative periodic solution. Note that cr(0) = exp f r^/.
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Definition 7.3. The Hopf bifurcation in (7.2) is nonresonant if cr(0) = exp is a 
regular element of T. Otherwise the Hopf bifurcation is resonant.
In other words, resonance occurs precisely when the Hopf frequency is such that 
exp ^ 77 is a singular element of T. We note that if uy is resonant, then uy//c is 
resonant for all k  € Z — {0}.
Theorem 7.4. (a) Suppose that the Hopf bifurcation is nonresonant. Then there
exists 6 > 0 such that a (A) lies in a unique maximal torus T\ for A £ (0,4), 
and d(T\, %) —+ 0 as A —» 0+.
(b) If the Hopf bifurcation is resonant, then generically there exists 6 > 0 such 
that cr(A) lies in a unique maximal torus T\ for A £ (0, (5). However generically 
dist(T\, %) 7A 0 and dist(To,T\) -fi 0 as A —> 0+.
Proof. In the nonresonant case, cr(0) is a regular element of T with maximal toms 
%. For A sufficiently close to zero, cr(A) is regular with maximal toms T\. By 
Proposition 7.2, d(T0, T\) 0 as A —> 0.
In the resonant case, <r(0) is singular, but generically cr(A) is regular for A > 0 
with associated maximal toms T\. It follows from the comments after Proposi­
tion 7.2 that generically dist(7V %), dist(7o, T\) 0 as A —» 0. □
Let H(g) =  {gn : n £ Z} be the closed subgroup of T generated by g. For <r(A) 
regular we have H(a(X)) C T\. Generically it is the case that H (a \ )  — T\ for a 
dense set of parameter values A.
Corollary 7.5. In the setting of Theorem 7.4
(a) Suppose that the Hopf bifurcation is nonresonant. Then dist(H(cr(X)),%) —> 0 
as X —1 0, and there exists A C (0,5), residual and of full measure, such that 
d(H(cr\), %) —> 0 as X —► 0 in A.
(b) If the Hopf bifurcation is resonant, then generically dis t (H(a \) ,%)  -fr 0 and 
dist(%, H(cr\)) -fr 0 as X —> 0.
Proof. Since Hfrx) C 7a, part (b) and the first part of (a) are immediate from 
Theorem 7.4. Typically H(af) = T\ proving the remainder of (a). □
Let E  and P\ denote the closure of the trajectories in T x V corresponding to 
the relative equilibrium at A = 0 and the relative periodic solutions for A > 0. So
E =  {(ff(t,0),0 ) : i € l }  =  T0, Px = { ( } ( i ,A ) , i ( U ) ) : t6 l}  S! ff(<r(A)) X S 1.
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(a) If the bifurcation is nonresonant, then d is t (P\ ,E) — 0 as X —» 0, and there 
exists A C (0,(1), residual and of full measure, such that d {P \ ,E) —* 0 as 
X —* 0 in A.
(b) If the bifurcation is resonant, then generically dist{P\, E) -f* 0 and d is t (E, P\)
0 as A —» 0.
From Definition 7.3 we have the following depiction of resonance.
Proposition 7.7. (a) In the nonresonant case ker acft = L%.
(b) Resonance occurs if and only if acf has eigenvalues ±imtob for some m > 1.
Proof. Since % is a maximal abelian subgroup, then the Lie bracket of L% is 
trivial, i.e., [tt,v] — 0 for all u ,v ,E  L%. As 77 E L%, these are precisely all the 
elements of ker ad,,.
Let d = rank P. Recall that g E F is singular if and only if dim ker (Adg — I) > d. 
Taking g — exp— 77, we have Adg — exp adg* , and so ada™ has at least d ± 1b^ uif, ' 'z’b
eigenvalues in 27rzZ.
Our assumption 01177 E LT guarantees that ad,, has precisely d zero eigenvalues 
leaving at least two eigenvalues of the form =H?mv> m > 1. □
This characterisation of resonance coincides with the definition of resonance given 
by Fiedler and Turaev [16] and Wulff [41, Definition 2.5].
If F is abelian then 77 E LT has a trivial Lie bracket. Therefore ad^  has only zero 
eigenvalues, hence resonance never occurs. In contrast, resonant Hopf bifurcation is 
always of codimension two when the compact Lie group is not abelian.
To see this, first note that the Hopf bifurcation itself is of codimension one. It 
suffices to show that the set of u>b > 0 for which exp —77 is singular consists of isolated 
points but is nonempty. Since T is not abelian, it follows from Proposition 7.7(a) 
that ad^„ has nonzero eigenvalues. Since T is compact these eigenvalues are purelyub 1imaginary. As u b varies, the eigenvalues pass through 27riZ — {0} yielding the 
required codimension two points by Proposition 7.7(b)
Definition 7.8. In the case of resonant Hopf bifurcation, let 777 > 1 be least such 
that ±77770/6 are eigenvalues of ad,,. Then the resonance is mth order.
C o ro lla ry  7.6. Under the conditions o f Theorem 7-4 and Corollory 7.5,
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In this section using Definition 7.3 we describe the necessary conditions for a resonant 
Hopf bifurcation to occur for the Special Orthogonal group, 50(n).
We can choose coordinates so that every element g G SO(n) has a block diagonal 
structure. Let 0l5..., 0^  G (k , k \. Then for n =  2d even, we can write g — e101 ©• • •© 
ei6d, . This represents d rotations in d orthogonal planes. For n — 2d + 1 odd, we 
can write g = ei01 © • • • © ei0d © 1. This represents d rotations in d orthogonal planes 
plus an action which fixes an axis which is orthogonal to these planes. Henceforth 
in this section we shall use the above notation to represent an element g G SO(n).  
We begin with n — 3.
5 0 (3 )
Let T = 50(3). Then dim % =  rank 50(3) = 1 and the relative equilibrium 
(g(t, 0), 0) is a rotating wave with period 27r/uy., for some uy > 0. This means that 
g(t, 0) = exp trj where 77 G LSO (3) has eigenvalues 0, ±£uy.
The set of all regular elements of 50(3) is U — 50(3) — {Id } . Clearly Id lies 
on every maximal torus. Conversely, if g f  Id, we can choose coordinates so that 
g — ez0 ® 1 where 0 G (0,27r). The centraliser of g consists of elements el<t) © 1 and 
this is the unique maximal torus containing g.
2tt •Resonance occurs if and only if exp ^ 77 = Id. In other words, ewi> v~°r =  I. Hence 
we obtain the resonance condition
mcob = uy., m G Z — {0}.
5 0 (4 )
Let T = 50(4). Then dim % = rank 50(4) = 2 and the relative equilibrium 
(g(£, 0),0) has two independent frequencies ay, u/2 > 0. Indeed g(t, 0) — exp £77 
where 77 G L50(3) has eigenvalues ±£u> 1, ±ico2.
Coordinates can be chosen so that g =  eldl 0  e102 where 0i, 02 G (— 7r,7r]. We 
claim that g is regular if and only if 6\ f  ±02. Hence resonance occurs if and only 
if exp ^ 77 = e16 © e~±ze for some 0 G (—tt, tt]. That is, = E^cu2 mod 2 k . 
Therefore we obtain the resonance condition
m u b =  w 1 ± u>2, m G Z — {0}.
7 .2 .1  R e s o n a n t  H o p f  B i f u r c a t i o n  f o r  S O ( n )
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It remains to prove the claim. Certainly, if 9\ fi ±02, then Z(g) consists of 
elements of 50(4) of the form A © B where A and B are 2x2 orthogonal matrices. 
Hence dim LZ(g) =  2 and g is regular. If Qi — 02, then an easy calculation shows 
that the set of skew-symmetric matrices commuting with g forms a four-dimensional 
vector space. In other words dim LZ(g) = 4 and g is singular. Finally, the outer 
automorphism I3 © (— 1) transforms d2 to 02 and preserves dim LZ(g) so that g is 
singular when 9\ =  —62.
S O (n )
Let F = SO (n) for general n. For n — 1 and 2, the group is abelian and every 
element is regular so a resonant Hopf bifurcation does not occur. In general dim 
Tq = rank SO{n) — d where d — n/2 for n even and (n — l)/2 for n odd. The 
relative equilibrium (g(t, 0), 0) has d independent frequencies uq,... , ay > 0.
When n =  2d is even, g = ei6,10 - • -©et6,d where Oi,..., 6d £ (— 7r, 7r]. A calculation 
shows that g is regular if and only if ±0i,..., zL9d are distinct. Hence the condition 
for resonance is
may = Uj ± ay,, m £ Z — {0}, 1 < j , k <  d.
When n =  2d + 1 is odd, g =  e z d l © • • • © e l ° d © 1 where $i,..., 9d £ (— 7r, 7r]. A 
calculation shows that g is regular if and only if ± 9 i,..., are distinct and 9j fi 0 
for 1 <  j  <  d. Hence the Hopf bifurcation is resonant if
muy = ojj ± cjfc, m £ Z — {0}, 1 < j ,  k  <  d,
or if
may — Uj} m £ Z — {0}, 1 < j  <  d.
The results for the groups V =  SO(n) can be written in a more concise form. Let 
T  denote the set of eigenfrequencies of 77; that is, HF denotes the set of eigenvalues. 
Suppose that there is a Hopf bifurcation with frequency uy. Then the condition for 
resonance is
m w b =  / 1 ±  /2, m  > 1, f i ,  f 2 £ F .
7 .3  S o l v i n g  t h e  S k e w  P r o d u c t  E q u a t i o n s
We return to the skew product equations (7.2). The Hopf bifurcation in the x equa­
tion yields a branch of periodic solutions x(t, A) with period T (A) — 2'n/ujb(X) where
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075(A) depends smoothly on A and 075(0) — wb. Substituting into the g equation, we 
obtain
s = s l M ), (7.5)
where ft(£, A) = f{x(t , A), A) is a T(A)-periodic function with values in LT, and 
ft(£, 0) = 77. As usual, we consider solutions with g(t, A) with initial condition 
g ( 0 , X )  =  I d .
As described in Section 4.2.1 we can solve (7.5) if T is abelian. Otherwise we 
proceed as in Theorem 6.3.
For brevity, we suppress the notation on A. Following Fiedler & Turaev [16], we 
make a near identity change of coordinates
x i—» P{x),  g ^  gexp(Q(x)),
where P : R 2 —» M 2 and Q : R 2 —> LT are polynomial maps. The transformation P  
puts x =  f (x ) into standard Birkhoff normal form up to any finite order:
2 = f ( \ z \ 2i X)zt
where / : R x R —> C is a polynomial. This has the solution z{t, A) = r(A)eZWb^A^  
where r(A)2 and ujb(X) are smooth functions of A. On adding higher order terms, it 
is well known that z(t, A) persists as a periodic solution.
We now consider the g equation. The following definition and theorem are due 
to Fiedler & Turaev [16, Definition 1.1, Theorem 1.1].
Definition 7.9 ([16]). Let ft E LT. The monomial z kz l ft is resonant if ft is an 
eigenvector for —ad,, with eigenvalue itub(k — I), for k,l > 0.
Theorem 7.10 ([16]). All terms in £{z, z, A) can be removed except for the resonant 
monomials.
Define Ym — ker(ad^  + imwU) C LT.
Lemma 7.11. Through any required order, ft can be transformed to the following 
normal forms:
Nonresonant case
ft(z,M A) = /7i(M2,A)
where li\ : R x R —» L%.
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m th  o rd er Resonance
ft(z, 2, A) = h f f z l 2, A) + z mh2(\z\2, A) + zmh2(\z\2, A) 
where h\ : l x t  +  L%, h2 : R x R —> TV-
Proof. Let k, I > 0, ft E LT. In the nonresonant case, following Proposition 7.7(a) 
adfLTo = 0. Therefore from Definition 7.9 the monomials ( zz)1ft, ft E L lo, are 
resonant. It follows from Proposition 7.7(a) and Theorem 7.10 that these are the 
only terms not removed by the normal form procedure, and hence yields the h\ 
terms.
In the case of an mth order resonance, from Proposition 7.7(b) we also have 
eigenvalues Piujym. So taking k —l = ± m  and following Definition 7.9 the monomials 
z m{zz) l( are also resonant, hence yielding the h2 terms. □
Using these normal forms we can obtain solutions for the g equation by general­
ising the approach in Theorem 6.3.
Theorem 7.12. In the nonresonant case, for  each k > 1,
g(t, A) = exp{tr)k(X)} exp{ Q k{t, A) + Ek(t, A)},
where
I) %(A), Qk(t, A), E k(t, A) E LT depend smoothly on YX,
ii) Qk{0, A) = 0 and Ek(0, A) = 0,
Hi) £ —+ Q k(t, A) is 2tt/ ub(X)-periodic and Ek =  0 (Xk),
iv) r]k(X) =  AdexpVXb[rj + 0(A)] = rj + YXadbrj + O(A) E LTX = Adq{X)L%, where 
q{A) = Y~Xb + O(A) and b E IT is generically nonzero.
In particular, the spatiotemporal generator <r(A) = g{2-n/ a)b{X), X) satisfies
a( A) = exp { f ^ f f A d expq{x)\v + O(A)]} = exp{^^y[?7 + YXadbr) + O(A)]}.
Proof. Working first in the normal form coordinates, and neglecting the tail terms, 
we substitute the 27r/o;6(A)-periodic solution z{t, A) into the normal form for ft. In 
the nonresonant case, we have
9 =  gh\{r{X)2, A) = 577(A),
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where 77(A) E LT0 is a smooth function of A and 77(0) = 77. We can integrate directly 
to obtain the normal form solution g( t, A) — exp(£?7(A)).
Transforming back to the original coordinates, gft, A) = exp(£?)(A)) exp(— qft, A)) 
where qft, A) E Lr is 27r/uy,(A)-periodic with leading order term of vX. In order 
to satisfy the initial condition g(0, A), we premultiply by exp(g(0, A)) obtaining (by 
equivariance) the solution
gft, A) = exp(g(0, A)) exp(£?7(A)) exp(-g(0, A)) exp(Qft, A)),
where Qft, A) is 27r/oy,(A)-periodic with leading order term of order vX, and Q(0, A) = 
0.
Hence, gft, A) = exp(£77(A)) exp(Qft, A)) where 77(A) = AdeXp(<?(o,A))£7(A). Writing 
q(0, A) = b V \ + 0(A), we obtain 77(A) + y^AJad 7^7 + 0(A).
Finally, we note that the Floquet representation for gft, A) may change when 
the tail terms are included. However, gft, A) itself will be unchanged except up to a 
(non-periodic) term E k =  0 (X k).
A useful abbreviation is to say that gft, A) = exp(£?7(A)) exp{Q(£, A)} beyond all 
orders where
i) 77(A), Q(t, A) G Lr depend smoothly on \X,
ii) £ —> Qft, A) is 27r/uy,(A)-periodic and Q(0, A) = 0,
iii) 77(A) — Adexp^ b[r/ + 0(A)] = 77 + vXad^ + O(A) where b G LT is generically 
nonzero.
□
In the case of an mth order resonance:
Theorem 7.13. Suppose that ±£muy,(A) are eigenvalues of acff^ x) f ° r A > 0. Then 
g(t, A) = exp{£[p(A) + Am/2Q(A)]} exp{Q(£, A) + Eft, A)},
where
i) p(A), Q(A), Qft, A), Eft , A) G LT depend smoothly on QX,
ii) Q(0, A) = 0 and £'(0, A) = 0,
iii) t -to Qft, A) is 2tt/cob(X)-periodic and E = 0(Am/2),
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iv) Tx — (exp£0(A) : t € 3R} is a maximal torus for A > 0,
v) p(A) £ LT0nA dexpq(x)LTx where q(A) = VX b+0(X)  and b is a general element 
ofLV.
In particular, the spatiotemporal generator a (A) = g(2ir/ub{X), A) satisfies
O/rra(A) = e x p I ^ ^ A )  + A + 2ft(A) + 0{\™'2)}}.
Proof. Substitute z ( t, A) — r(A)etW6^A^  into the normal form for £ in Lemma 7.11 
(neglecting tail terms) to obtain the equation
g =  g[rj(X) + Xm/2eimuJbWin 0(X) + Am/2e-imWb(A)ta0(A)], (7.6)
where 77(A) £ L% and Oo(A) £ Ym = ker(ad^  + imujbl).
We first move into a rotating frame via the change of coordinates g =  g exp(—77(A)£). 
Then noting that exp(?7(A)Z;)?7(A) = 77(A) exp(77(A)i) we obtain
t  = 3{Adcxp,(A)(t20(A)ei”“‘(A>tAm/2 + Adexp,(A)tn0(A)e-i”-‘<i)lA’"/2}.
Working modulo terms of Am/2+1, we can replace Oo(A) by the appropriate eigen­
function (still denoted Oo(A) ) of ad^ A) so that adT?(A)Qo(A) = — nnay(A)Oo(A). Then 
Adexpt?}(A)fio(A) = expad^Qo(A) = e-OTla,t(A)tO0(A). Upon moving out of the rotating 
frame, the solution to (7.6) is
g( t, A) — exp{tAm'/2f2(A)} expj^A)},
where 0(A) = O0(A) + 0(A).
Let Tx denote the maximal torus defined by 0(A). We can consider ad^  to be a 
linear operator acting on the vector space V spanned by 0(A) by ad^ A) = — imujb(X). 
Then
.  -j 271- _
exP ;^ P7 *>(A) “ exp Wb(A) 7(a) ~~
Therefore exp (;/^?7(A)) 0(A) = 0(A) exp(~^y77(A)), in particular
axp{ ^ ’,(A)}axp{tn(A) 
so exp{£0(A)} £ Z(exp ^ yy^(A)) for all t. It follows that exp lies in
Z(exp{iO(A)}) for all t, and hence lies in Z(Tx) =  Tx. In addition, exp ;^jyyy7 (A) £
7q. Hence we have shown that exp 77(A) £ T0 fl 7a.
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Choose p(A) E L% C\LT\ so that exp{X^?7(A)} = exp{5^p(A)}. Then gft, A) 
can be written in the form
gft, A) = exp{£[p(A) + Am/2Q(A)]}i?(£, A),
where Rft, A) = exp{—£p(A)} exp{£?7(A)} is 27r/uy,(A)~periodic.
Returning to the original coordinates and arguing as in the proof of Theo­
rem 7.12, we obtain a solution of the form
gft, A) = exp{£[p(A) + Am/2Q(A)]} exp{Q(t, A) + E(t, A)},
where p(A) G AdexP9(A)L7o and Q(A) E  Adexpg(A)L7oA. Tail terms leave gft, A) 
unchanged beyond all orders. □
Since the family of elements p(A) lies in LTqHLTx, the corresponding elements of 
T are singular. When T ==50(3), the only singular element of T is the identity and 
so p(A) = 0. This accounts for the simplified form of the solution to the g equation 
in Theorem 6.3.
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H o p f  B i f u r c a t i o n  f r o m  a  R e l a t i v e  E q u i l i b r i u m  
i n  E u c l i d e a n  s p a c e
In Chapter 6 we considered a Hopf bifurcation from a relative equilibrium in a 
system with 50(3) symmetry. We now couple the rotations with translations and 
consider the problem of a Hopf bifurcation from a relative equilibrium in a system 
with S E (3) symmetry.
The Lie group S E (3) is the group of translations and rotations in three dimen­
sions. An element g in S E (3) can be written as g — (R, 5) and has the following 
action on a point x E M 3,
With the addition of translations we assume that our underlying relative equi­
librium is being rotated and translated with respective speeds uy and r0 along the 
vertical axis. We refer to this as a corkscrew motion, see Figure 8.1.
(R, S)x — Rx +  S.
Figure 8.1: Original path of the relative equilibrium.
As shown in Section 4.4 the skew product equations are
R =  R(( z ,X)
5 = Rk(z,  X) 
z  =  f ( \ z \ 2,X)z,
(8.1)
(8.2)
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where k : C x 
/
?(0,0)
0 L)r 0
—uy 0 0
0 0 0
€ : C x L S O (3) with fc(0,0) =  (0 ,0 ,r0)T and
Since S E (3) is not abelian we cannot solve this system directly. We first reduce 
these equations to normal form by following the procedure outlined in Section 6.2. 
Note that the R equation is independent of the translation variable, hence the results 
from Section 6 for the normal form of 50(3) follow through. The z equation has 
the solution z{t, A) = q(A)etWfc^ t where g(A)2 and o>&(A) are smooth functions of A. 
It remains to reduce (8.2) to normal form.
There are two cases to consider, nonresonant and resonant.
8.1 N o n r e s o n a n t  T r a n s l a t i o n s
Suppose that u r is not an integer multiple of ujb. Then the normal form for the ODE
(8.2) is
(  n \
Rr (8.3)
y r0 + a(zz)
For full details of the normal form reduction see Appendix 33.2.1.
The rotation Rn € 50(3) is the solution to the normal form of (8.1). This 
ODE was solved in Section 6.3 with the solution given by Equation (6.9). Upon 
substituting Rn(t) into (8.3) and integrating term by term we have
/  n \
5n(t,A) =
0 
0
V rY )t  )
(8.4)
Here r(A) = r0 + a(q(A)2).
This describes a linear drift along the vertical axis with speed r(A). This drift 
is in the same direction as the axis of rotation for the nonresonant normal form 
rotation, as described in Section 6.3.1.
Therefore, upon combining the rotations and translations, the motion of the 
relative periodic orbit in normal form is a corkscrew motion along the vertical axis,
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see Figure 8.2. This is similar to the motion before the bifurcation but the speeds 
of rotation and drift now vary with A.
Original Coordinates
Let hft, A) be shorthand for h(zft, A), A), similarly for Aft, A). To gain an interpre­
tation of the motion in the original coordinates we consider (6.7). This yields
where hft, A) = Aft, A)_1(exp(A(£, A) — Id)h(t, A). Here Aft, A) E  LSO (3) and 
lift, A) E  L R 3 are the monomials that have been eliminated from the Taylor expan­
sion of £(£, A) (see equation (6.6)), via the normal form reduction of Fiedler and 
Turaev.
Since R(t, A) is quasiperiodic and hft, A) is periodic we obtain
Here the r f s are constants, and typically ?r(0), r2(0) f  0 and r3(0) = Tq. Also 
gift, A) is a quasiperiodic function with independent frequencies uy,(A) and uy(A), 
with gi(0, A) = 0.
8 .1 .1  L o n g  t e r m  M o tio n  in  O r ig in a l  C o o r d in a te s
The solution to the skew product equations is
Figure 8.2: In normal form, the drift of the relative periodic orbit after 10 periods.
Sft, A) = —Rft, X)hft, A) -f- exp(A(0, X))Snft, A) + /i(0, A), (8.5)
■ QX(r1(X)t + g\(t, A))  ^
S f t, A) = \/A(r2(A)£ + p2(£, A))
 ^ r3(A)£ + vXp3(£, A) J
(8.6)
p(i,A) = {R( t ,X) ,S( t ,X))
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where S(t, A) is given by equation (8.6) and R(t, A) = exp(A(0, A))Rn(t, A) exp(A(i, A)) 
is described in Section 6.3.1.
From Floquet theory the long term motion of g(t, A) is described by exp(r/T(A)) = 
g(T(A), A) where p £ L S E (3). Now, as illustrated in Section 6.3.1, R(T(A), A) 
represents a rotation around an axis which is approximately an angle VX away from 
the original axis of motion v0 = (0,0,1)T.
Furthermore,
S(T( A), A) =
VX{r,(A)r(A) + /ni(T(A),A)}\ 
VA{r2(A)T(A)+M2(T(A),A)} 
r3(A)T(A) + %/AM3(r(A),A) )
Therefore S (T (A), A) is a translation vector which is also approximately an angle 
y/X from the original axis of motion. So g(T(A), A) represents a corkscrew motion 
along an axis Vj which is an angle y/X away from the original axis of motion. Conse­
quently the long term motion of g( t, A) is a corkscrew with quasiperiodic modulations 
along V\. Figure 8.3 shows the path of the relative periodic orbit and the underlying 
relative equilibrium after 25 periods.
Figure 8.3: Nonresonant case, drift in the original coordinates. Solid line: Underly­
ing relative equilibrium. Thick line: Relative periodic orbit
8.2 R e s o n a n t  T r a n s l a t i o n s
Now suppose the Hopf bifurcation is of codimension two and we have an mth order 
resonance, a?r(A)+moy(A) = 0. Appendix B.2.2 describes the normal form reduction 
in this resonant case. Recall that we have reduced the z equation to Birkhoff normal 
form. Therefore it has the solution z [ t, A) = q(X)eluJdx')t. Hence we find that the
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 ^a(\z \2, X)zm +  a( \z \2, X)zm ^
54 =  Rn(t, A)
normal form for resonant translations is
/3{\z\2, X)zm + P{\z\2, X)zr 
ro + 7(kl2, A)
(8.7)
Here Rn(t, A) is the solution to (6.13).
Note that \z\2 =  q(A)2 is a constant of order A. Henceforth we shall use q{A)2 as 
the argument for functions which depend on |z|2.
Proposition 8.1. We can write
Rn(t, A) = exp B(A)£exp£(A)£,
where B {A) =
(  0 0 MA) ^
0 0 ci (A)
^ -&i(A) -ci(A) 0 j
(  0 cor(X) 0 \
V
-o;r(A) 0 0
0 0 0
and
J
61(A) = 9(A)” I 6(9(A)2, A) + 6(9(A)2, A)
ci (A) = 9(A)” (c(g(A)2, A) + c(9(A)2, A) 
cur(X) — u)r + <2(g(A)2, A).
Recall that a(q(X)2, A) is notation for a(\z\2, A).
Proof. Recall from Theorem 6.3 that Rn{t, A) — exp(R) exp(ft(0,0) t + A) where
A — f  hfnris,X)ds, B  =  f  Adexp£(\}s]\dr is, X)ds,
Jo Jo
( 0 a(|zj2, A) 0 ^
Mnr = -a ( |z |2,A)
0
, £(0,0) =
(  0 0Jr 0 A
—U)r 0 0
V
0 0 0
Mr = M+ +
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Here
AC =
A C  -
 ^ 0 0 £m&(|z|2, A) ^
0 0 zmc(\z\2, A)
 ^-^m 6(|^|2,A) — £mc(M2j A) 0 y
/ 0 0 zm5(|z|2, A) ^
00 z mc(\z\2, A) 
 ^ A) —zmc(\z\2, X) 0
Remembering that z{t, A) = q(X)eluJb^ t we have
 ^ 0 uy(A) 0 ^
£(0,0)£ + A = £(A)£ =
7
CD\
—u;r (A) 0 0
0 0 0
t,
J
where ay. (A) = uy. + a(g(A)2, A).
Since Mr contains the ‘resonant’ terms that are not removed by the normal 
form reduction it satisfies Definition 7.9, therefore a d ^ M f  = —imwb(X)Mf and 
ad^x)Mf — im ub( X ) M f . Furthermore, from the properties of the adjoint operators 
Ad : T - t o  Aut(LT) and ad : Lr - t o  End(Lr),
Adexp£(A)sAfr — Adexp a) s Mr + Adexp^ (A)sM ?.
= exp ad^ (A)sM r+ + exp ad^ (A)sM ?7 
— exp(— im ub(X)s)Mf + exp (imu)b (A) s) M f  
=  B( A),
upon substituting z(t, A) into M+ and Mr .
Proposition 8,2. The ODE (8.7) has the form
Sn =  e M B t ) l k ( X )  + (p(A) + 0(A)e-i2”” kW')w+ (p(A)ei2m"‘<i>t + 0 (A))w
□
(8.8)
8 6
where
(  0 \
f  Mfc(A) = 0 , w = i
KA) J W
r( A) = r0 + 7 U(A)2),
p(A) = ^ (A)m f a(g(A)2, A) - ifi(q(A)2, A) ),
(^A) = 2 <2,(A)m (^q'(7(A)2, A) - ifi(q(X)2, A)
Proof. Prom Proposition 8.1 and substituting z(£,A) — <2r(A)e*mW6(A)t into (8.7) we 
obtain
S = exp (Bt) exp(£(A)t) Ay (A) + exp (Bt) exp(£(A)t) k2(t),
 ^ 0 \ (  a z m + a z m ^
where Ay (A) — 0 and k2(t, A) = + fizm ■ Here we have suppressed
v r W  J  \  0 /the arguments of a and fi.
Note that exp(Bt) exp(£(A) t)ki  — exp(Bt)k\ . It remains to simplify
exp(Bt) exp(£(A)i) k2(t,X).
We first note that £(A)t has eigenvalues ±iu>r(A)t and 0. Let w = (l,z, 0)4, w =
(1, —i, 0)f be the eigenvectors of £(A) corresponding, respectively, to the eigenvalues
iwr (X)t and —iojr (X)t. Then and e~tLOr(-xI are the eigenvalues of exp(£(A)t)
with eigenvectors w and w.
Since k2(t) lies in the space spanned by w and w we may express
k2(t, A) = u(t, A)w + u(t, A)w,
where
u(t, A) = p(X)eimWiWt +
Therefore
exp(Bt) exp(£(A)/)A)2(£, A) = exp(Bt)^exp(£(A)t)(u(t ,A)w +  u(t,A)w)
= exp(Hi)/elWr^ *u(i, X)w + e-JWr^A^ n(t, A)w
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Upon dropping the subscript on ki(X) we obtain (8.8). □
We are now in a position to calculate Sn(t, X) by integrating (8.8). We first write 
B — Pdiag(f?)P_1, where diag(B) is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of B as 
its diagonal entries and P is the matrix with the eigenvectors of B as its columns.
Let fi(A) = -1/61 (A)2 + Ci (A)2. Then, upon suppressing the arguments of 61(A) and 
ci (A),
X m p ( bi cos(Q(A)t) + cl) ?^ 6iCi(cos(Q(A)£) - 1) ^ 6 1  sin(Q(A)i) \
exp (Bt) = n45561c1(cos(Q(A)t) - 1) niF (c?cos(n(A)<) + 62) sin(fi(A)t)
Sn(t, A) = Am/2{r2(A)t + p2(t, A)} (8.9)
Explicitly 
n(A) 
r2( A)
fft(A)2
1
{ci(A)2(/3(A) + /1(A)) - 6i(A)ci(A)z(/?(A) - 5(A))}, 
{—6i(A)ci(A)(5(A) + 5(A)) + 6i(A)2i(5(A) — 5(A))},
KftA) = r(A)
Interpretation
n0(A)2
sin(Am/2Qo(A)£)
Am/2Q0(A)
\ “ n(A)&isin(^ (A)ft ~n(A)ci sin(Q(A)t) cos(a(A)£) j
We first note that 61(A) and cfyA) are of order XmB . We can then write Q(A) = 
Am//2Qo(A), where Qo(0) is of G{ 1) and is typically nonzero. Then upon substituting 
exp(l?£) into (8.8) and integrating each term we obtain
/ Am/2{ri(A)£ + pi(t, A)} \
y i/(t, X) + Am/2p3{t, A) J
where r,(A) are constants, the p / s are quasiperiodic with independent frequencies 
Am//2Qo(A) and mujb, and v(£, A) is Xm/ 2Q0(\)~Periodic.
The underlying relative equilibrium has an O i l ) linear drift along the vertical axis. 
This state bifurcates to a RPO with an order Am/>2 linear drift in a direction perpen­
dicular to the vertical axis as given by the linear terms in the first two components 
of (8.9).
We note that the frequency and amplitude of v(t, A) are of order Am//2 and 
respectively. Therefore v(t, A) has a high amplitude low frequency motion. Upon 
expanding in a series we find that
v(t, A) -to r0t as A -to 0.
So asymptotically v(t, A) is an 0(1 ) linear term. Consequently limA=0 Sn(t, A) — 
(0,0,rot), as expected.
Initially after the bifurcation v(t, A) dominates the translations. Since this term 
has a low frequency, it is approximately linear in the period after the bifurcation. 
Also R(t, A) is a small rotation around an axis perpendicular to the vertical. There­
fore in the period after the bifurcation the RPO has a small rotation followed by a 
large linear drift along the vertical axis and a small drift in the direction perpendic­
ular to the vertical.
However in the long term the true linear terms start to dominate. Therefore the 
long term motion of Sn(t, A) is an 0 ( X m/2) linear drift along an axis perpendicular 
to the vertical axis, with quasiperiodic modulations in the transverse directions.
The long term motion of Rn(t, A) is a rotation around an axis perpendicular to 
the vertical. Therefore the long term motion of gn(t, A) = (Rn(t, A), Sn(t, A)) is a 
corkscrew motion along an axis perpendicular to the vertical.
From Floquet theory the solution g(t, A) has the form 7 (t, A) exp(q(X)t), where 
j ( t , A) € S E (3) is periodic and exp(y(A)t) is a one-parameter family generated by 
s(A) E L S E (3). Typically this solution is quasiperiodic with a linear drift given by 
the translation component, the two incommensurate frequencies arising from 7 (t, X) 
and exp(y(A)t).
The solution g(t, X) = (Rn(t, A), Sn(t, A)) is consistent with this theory. There are 
three frequencies oy.(A), may,(A) and 0(A). However in this resonant case ay.(A) and 
may, (A) are related. Hence there are only two incommensurate frequencies namely, 
may,(A) and 0(A). Furthermore there is a linear drift given by (8.9). Therefore (8.9) 
is quasiperiodic with a linear drift as predicted by the theory.
There is also the possibility of further resonances between the original rotation 
frequency, the Hopf frequency and 0(A), the frequency of B. So far we have only 
considered the possibility of a resonance between the rotation and Hopf frequencies. 
Any further resonances may arise from a co-dimension three bifurcation, a situation 
which we shall not explore here.
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Let Aft, A) be shorthand for A(z(t , A), A), similarly for h(t, A). To gain an interpre­
tation in the original coordinates we consider
Sft, A) = - R { t , A)hft, A) + exp(A(0, A))Sn(t, A) + h(0, A), (8.10)
where
h(t, A) = A(t, A) -1 (exp A(t, A) — Id)h(t, A) and R(t, A) = exp >1(0, A) Rn exp Aft, A)
here Rn is the solution to the resonant normal form (B.8). As in the nonresonant 
case Aft, A) £ LSO (3) and hft, A) £ LM3 are the terms that have been eliminated 
from the Taylor expansion of £(£, A) (c.f. Equation(6.6), via the Fiedler & Turaev 
normal form reduction. Accordingly
h(t^ )  = { J 2  ab3zi*j ) Y1
izjfm+j ij/m+j i^j
where the a f fs, b f fs and c f f s are constants. For ease of exposition we make the 
assumption m  > 1.
Again we are interested in the long term motion of Sft, A). As before the long 
term motion will be dominated by the linear terms in (8.10). Since the change 
of coordinates is periodic, Rft, A) is quasiperiodic, and exp >1(0, A) is constant the 
linear effects will arise from the second term in (8.10), namely
O rig in a l C oord inates
eA{0'x)Sn(t, A) -
( Am/2{s i(A ) i +  pi{t, A)} +  y/Xvfit, A) ^ 
\m/2 ^ s 2 (X)t + p 2(t, A)} + y/~Xv2 (t, A)
^ Xml2{ s 3(X)t +  p 3(t, A)} + v3(t, A)
(8.11)
Here the s / s are constant, the p / s are quasiperiodic with frequencies may (A) 
and Q(A) and the v / s are Am/2^ o(A) -periodic. Also as A —> 0, v3 ft, 0) = rot.
Since hft, 0) — 0 for all t we have Sft, 0) — (0,0, r0t).
We recall from Section 6.4.1 that in the period after the bifurcation Rft, X) is a 
rotation around the vertical axis but the long term motion is an order Am/ 2 rotation 
around an axis almost perpendicular to the vertical axis. Furthermore, since Sft, X) 
is a small translation along an axis close to the vertical, in the period after the 
bifurcation the motion of the RPO given by gft, X) =  (Rft, A), Sft, A)) is a corkscrew 
close to the underlying relative equilibrium. However in the long term this path gets
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rotated along an axis almost perpendicular to the vertical and translated along a 
vector given by (8.11). So the corkscrew motion diverges away from the underlying 
relative equilibrium as can be seen in Figure 8.4 (c).
Figure 8.4: F =  S E (3): Path of relative periodic orbit after 15 periods at a resonance 
with m = 2. a) Underlying state, b) Normal form, c) Original coordinates.
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R e l a t i v e  E q u i l i b r i a  w i t h  i s o t r o p y  i n  S p h e r i c a l  
G e o m e t r y
So far we have only treated relative equilibria with trivial isotropy. In this chapter 
we consider a relative equilibrium with = T © Z2(—/) isotropy, where T is the 
rotation group of the tetrahedral. In particular we consider a Hopf bifurcation from
such a relative equilibrium posed in a domain with 0(3) symmetry. The flow of the
relative equilibrium is described by the usual skew product equations
x = f{x , A),
g =  g£{x, A). (9.1)
Since the relative equilibrium has nontrivial isotropy these equations are subject to 
the following T^ -equivariance conditions
f ( i x , A) = 7/Or, A), (9.2)
£(7M A) = qftM A)7"\ (9.3)
for all 7 E Ift.
The group Tft is generated by k and p where k. is a reflection about a plane and
p permutes the axes. We choose the following copy of Th in 0(3)
( 0  1 0 ^ f - 1 0 0 ^
P = 0 0 1 and k, = 0 1 0
I 1 0 0 I 0 0 l )
We also define
/ 1 0 0 \ ( 1 0 0 \
k2 = 0 - 1 0 and k3 = 0 1 0
l 0 0 1 \ 0 0 - 1 )
where k2 = p l np and k3 == p 2Kp2.
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Isotropy Subgroup E
51 = Z3(p, 0) © Z2(-/,tt)
52 = Z3(p, 0  Z2(—/, 7r)
E 3 = Z3(p,f)©Z2(-/,7r)
E4 =Z|((«2,0), («3,0), («l,7r))
s 5 = Z6(p2tt3, f )
5 3 = Zq , | ) ______________
Table 9.1: C-axial Isotropy subgroups of T/ x S1.
Recall that the relative equilibrium corresponds to an equilibrium of f (x , A). We 
make the assumption that this equilibrium is at x — 0.
Since x = 0 is a T/rsymmetric state, at x — 0 the equivariance condition (9.3) 
reduces to
7£(0,A) = £(0,A)7 
for all 7 6 TV Therefore we have
£(0,A)=03x3. (9.4)
Hence there is no drift in the group direction and the relative equilibrium is just a 
group orbit of equilibria.
Suppose this state undergoes a Hopf bifurcation. In the directions normal to the 
group orbit the TV symmetric equilibrium undergoes a Hopf bifurcation. Here we 
briefly summarise the results from Section 3.2. The action of 1/ on R 3 as given by 
(3.1) is absolutely irreducible. Therefore the corresponding Hopf bifurcation occurs 
on a T/i,-simple space, that is on C 3 = R 3 ® R 3. Let (2i,22,23) be coordinates on 
C3. The action of 1^ x 51 on C 3 is given by
p{z 1, 22, 23) = (z2, Z3, z f  
Kl(zlt 22, Z3) =  ( Z\, 22, Z3)
K2(21, 22, Z3) =  (Zi, ~Z2, Z3)
^(21, 22, 23) = (ZU 22, 23)
(^2l, 22, Z3) = el°(zU 22, 23) (9 € 51).
The isotropy subgroups of Ty x S l are described in Section 3.2.1, for convenience we 
list the C-axial isotropy subgroups in Table 9.1. By the equivariant Hopf theorem
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Isotropy Subgroup A N ( A)/A rank(iV( A)/A) + 1
£1 Z3(p) 0 (2) 2
£2 ^3 (p) 0 (2) 2
£3 3^ (p) 0 (2) 2
£4 Z3(m> «2, Ms) T/Z|(«i, k2, k,3) 1
£5 Z6(p2Ms) 0 (2) 2
£e Z 6 (pm) 0 (2) 2
Table 9.2: Number of independent frequencies generically obtained for each of the 
solution branches.
there exists T {A) = A^ y-periodic solutions with each of the group of symmetries 
from Table 9.1. It remains to determine the drift in the group direction.
9 .1  D r i f t s
Suppose that X(A) is a branch of periodic solutions of f (x , A) bifurcating from the 
trivial solution. Let A C T/, be the group of symmetries of X (A) which fixes A"(A) 
as a set, that is,
A  =  {cr s  T,» : a X ( A) =  X (A )} c  T ,„
The normaliser of A in T is defined to be
Aft(A) = {7 e r | 7A 7 -1 = A}.
This is the largest subgroup of T in which A  is normal. In what follows we have 
r = 0(3) and for brevity we shall omit the subscript in Aft (A).
Theorem 5.1 from Krupa [29] states that the number of independent frequencies 
of the flow of the relative periodic orbit (RPO) is bounded by and typically equals 
rank(IV (A)/A) + 1 where rank (IV(A) /A) is the dimension of a maximal torus in 
N( A)/A.
In Table 9.2 we list A and the number of independent frequencies generically 
obtained for each of the solution branches.
For the solution branches with isotropy Ei, S2, S3, E5, E6 the group of symme­
tries A is generated either by a single rotation or a single reflection. In each of these 
cases N ( A ) / A  = 0(2). The maximal torus in 0(2) is 50(2) and this has dimension 
one. Therefore these RPO’s generically have a two frequency quasiperiodic motion.
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For the solution branch with isotropy S4, A  is generated by three planar reflec­
tions. It follows that, see for example [9], N (A) = T © Z 2(— I) where T is a finite 
subgroup of 50(3). Therefore rank(7V(A)/A) = 0. Hence the RPO has generically 
one frequency and the RPO is just a periodic orbit.
9 .1 .1  S o lu t io n  o f  t h e  d r i f t  e q u a t io n s
A more precise description of the drift can be given by solving the skew product 
equations. In the group directions the flow of the RPO lies in the maximal torus of 
N (A)/A. For the branches E1? E2, S3, S5, E6, the maximal torus is 50(2) so the 
ODE (9.1) is solvable for these branches. Since the solution branch E4 has no drift 
in the group directions, the ODE (9.1) has a trivial solution.
We now consider each solution branch in turn.
E i  — 2 ^ (p )
For this isotropy subgroup the equivariance condition (9.3) yields,
pf(x, A) = £(z, A)p.
Therefore
£(x, A)
(
\
0 1 -1
-1 0 1
1 -1 0
a(x, A)
with a(0,0) = 0. Therefore the ODE g — <?£(:r, A) is solvable with solution
Aft, A) J,
/ / 0 1 - 1  ^
gft, A) = exp -1 0 1
\ \ 1 - 1 °
where Afx , A) = /J a(s, A)ds. To lowest order the speed of rotation satisfies
aft, A) = Auo(A) ± V^ A(3(t, A).
Here (3ft, A) is a T(A)-periodic function.
So the relative equilibrium bifurcates to a RPO with Z3(p) symmetry. The drift 
of the RPO is a nonuniform rotation around the axis (1,1, l ) 1.
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S 2 =  Z S( p , - £ )
The periodic solution x(t, A) has the spatial-temporal symmetry,
27T
+  A ) = l ( i ' 3 V 0 ’A)'
Hence the condition (9.3) on ft (a;, A) yields
27Tft(7®(*, A), A) = ft(a;(t - — A), A) = p £(x(t, A)), A)p_1.
We write
(  n a{t, A) 6(£, A)
, where a(0,0) = 6(0,0) = c(0,0) = 0.-a{t, A) 0 c(6, A)
^ — 6(£, A) —c(£, A) 0 y
Note that ft(£, A) is shorthand for ft(x(£, A), A), similarly for a(t, A), 6(6, A) and c(£, A). 
Let a(t, A) = Y2ij o,ijX%x f  where is a constant.
The equivariance condition gives
Ojr
a( t~ 3 M X ;)’A) =  c(t-A)’
Ott
b(t -  3uJb^ y ^  =  A)> (9>5)
+  - 3 5 a) ’A) = - 6(4’A)-
These conditions will determine what terms will remain in the Fourier series of 
x(t, A). In particular, modulo higher order monomials in a(x), b(x), c(x) and to 
lowest order in A we have
a(t, A) = Aa0(A) + y/Xfii (t, A)
b(t,A) = -Aao(A) - ea ' /3VxPi(t,A) - (9.6) 
c(t, A) = Aa0(A) + e - ^ V x P A t ,  A) + ei2,r/3V x f t p ,
where ao(A) = (fli.o + Uo.ijri) 4* 2f aj j + a2,o + .c_i, and P\[t, A) = (oio +
ao,i) e2" ^ ) 1 is a T'(A)-periodic function. Here x0l x, and :r_i are the coefficients
of the Fourier modes of x ( t, A).
Let us write the full ODE as
g =  g{€ia(t) + ft26(£) + ft3c(i)). (9.7)
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where
( 0 1 0 ^ ( 0 0 ( 0 00
£1 = -1 0 0 > £2 = 0 0 0 5 £3 = 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 J I - 1 0 °y 1° -1 0
We first examine
(9.8)g =  g{i2b(t) +  £3c(t)).
Let B(t , A) = /q £26(s, A)ds. Consider the ansatz g = H(t, A) exp(£(£, A)). Then
H = H exp(B(t, A)) (£3c(t, A)) exp( - B ( t , A)). (9.9)
To lowest order in A, we have a(t, A), b(t, A), c(£, A) ~ O(vX). Therefore 
.^dexp(B(t)A))(£3c(£, A)) £3c(t, A) + 0(A).
By neglecting the higher order terms we may form a solution to (9.9),
H(t, A) = exp(0(£, A)),
where C ( t, A) = /J £3c(s, A)ds.
So, upon an application of Proposition 6.2, a solution to (9.8) may be approxi­
mated as
g(t, A) = exp(J3(£, A)) + C(£, A) -i ).
Now we consider the full ODE (9.7). Let an ansatz to (9.7) be g = II exp(B + 
O)exp(A), where A ( t , \ )  — f* £ia(s, X)ds. Substituting this ansatz into (9.7) yields
H  =  H6(t, A), (9.10)
where 6(t, A) - AdeMB+C)[(Adexp{A) - /)(£2& + £sc)] ~ 0 (A3/2). Since 6 is of higher 
order than the base solutions exp(A) and exp(£ -t- O), the ODE (9.10) has a near 
identity solution
H(t,X) = /d + 0(A3/2).
Therefore
g(t, A) = exp(A(£, A) + B(t, A) + C(t , A)),
upon applying Proposition 6.2 and ignoring any higher order terms.
The long term motion is governed by exp(?7(A)T(A)) where
(9.11)
/ 0 oq(A) - oq(A) \
77(A) = A —a0( A) 0 a0(A)
do (A) —a0(A) 0
Hence the long term motion is a nonuniform rotation around the axis (1,1, l)4.
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S 3 =  Z 3( p , f ) ® Z 2 (-/,«■)
In this case the analysis mimics the analysis for E2. We obtain the following equiv- 
ariance conditions on the entries of £(t, A),
27T
aft + ■> A) = eft, A)
Therefore
3ay(A)
b [t+ 3 ^ 5 ) -A) =  - « (,A)
Onr
c ( t + 3^(A)’A) = -6 (t’A)-
aft, A) — Aa0(A) 4~ V^A/?i(t, A)
6(i, A) = -Aao(A) - e ^ ^ V x p f i t , A) 
c(t, A) = Aa0(A) + ei2n/3y/Xfifit, A),
We can form a leading order solution in the same manner as for E2 and we subse­
quently obtain exp(?7(A)T(A)) where
 ^ 0 Go (A) — Gq (A) ^
77(A) = A —o0(A) 0 oo( A)
y g0(A) —g0(A) 0 j
Hence the long term motion is a nonuniform rotation around the axis (1,1,1)*.
S 4 =  Z|((k2,0 ), (k,3,0), (ki,7t))
The equivariance conditions give
k2£(x, A) = £(£, X)k2, 
A) = £(t, A)k3,
The hrst two conditions yield £(/, A) = 03X3. Therefore (9.1) has the trivial solu­
tion g(t, A) = id. Hence there is no drift along the group orbit and the equilibrium 
bifurcates to T(A)-periodic solution with S4 symmetry.
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E 5 =  z 6(p 2 ^ 3 , ^ / 3 )
The periodic solution x(t, A) has the spatialtemporal symmetry p2K3 x(t, A) = xft + 
7 A). Hence the equivariance conditions reduce to,3wb(A)'
n -) = eft), c(t + = a(t).3u>b(A)+  + + 3^(A)
These in turn simplify to
fc, A) = a(£ + w/ub(X), A), &(£, A) = &(fc + n/ujb( \ ) , A), c(t, A) — c(fc + %/u)b(X), A).
(9.12;
a(£,
Consequently
d(£, A) = Aao (A) + A (3 ft, A),
&(£, A) = Ado (A) + et7i73A (3(t, A),
eft, A) = Ad0(A) +  ^ X/3(t, A).
Here /?(fc, A) is a T(A)-periodic function.
In a similar manner to S2 we can form the following solution to (9.1),
gft, A) = exp (Aft, A) + Bft, A) + C(fc, A)), (9.11
where Aft, A) = Jq a(s, A) ds, B(t,X)  = /qKs, A) ds, C ( t ,X) = Jq C(s , A) d 
Furthermore g(T(X), A) = expfq(X)T(X)), where
/  0 1 1 ^
77(A) = Ad0(A) —1 0 1 .
l - i  —1
Therefore the long term motion of g(£, A) is a nonuniform rotation around the ax
x 6 =  Z 6( p K l, f )
This case is essentially the same as in S5.
The equivariance condition yields
d(£ + — X— ) = c(£), 6(£ + K~77\\) = aW> c(^ + 7T~77\) = &W-3ay,(A)' 3ay,(A) 3ay,(A)
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Therefore
aft, A) = Ado(A) ± /fi if , A)> 
bft, A) = Ado(A) ± ^ it/3 a pft, A), 
eft, A) = Aao(A) + e^^A(3ft, A).
Where (3 ft, A) is a T(A)-periodic function. Following the same procedure as above, 
the long term motion of gft, A) is nonuniform rotation around the axis
w(A) = (l,-l,l)r.
9 .2  S u m m a r y
The relative equilibrium bifurcates to six possible solution branches, E i,...,E6. 
The branch Ej has a rotational symmetry which allows us to solve the group equa­
tions directly. We found that the motion is a nonuniform rotation around the axis
( U ,  1)T-
The branches E2, E3, E5 and E6 bifurcate to a relative periodic orbit. These
/solutions have an underlying spatialtemporal symmetry emerging from the directions 
normal to the group orbit. This spatialtemporal symmetry prohibits us from solving 
the group equations. However, following Theorem 6.3, we formed a leading order 
solution to the skew product equations. Then the long term motion was determined 
using Floquet theory.
The spatial part of E2 and E3 is a pure rotation. In the long term the drift asso­
ciated with these solutions is just a nonuniform rotation around the axis (1,1,1)1.
The spatial part of E5 and E6 is a single reflection, and we find that these 
solutions have a long term nonuniform rotation around the axis (1,-1,1)V
The branch E4 has reflectional symmetry and this prohibits any drift occurring. 
So E4 is just a periodic orbit.
1 0 0
F l o q u e t  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n
Let r be a compact Lie group. Consider the ODE
g =  g£OO, g(0) =  ld , (A.i)
where g E T, ft(£) E LE and £(£) is cu-periodic
Using Floquet theory we can form a solution to (A.I). We follow the ideas from 
[10]-
Lemma A.I. A solution to the initial value problem (A.I) has the form
g (t) = evtrY(t, A), 
where 77 E LE and 7 (6) is w-periodic.
Proof. Consider a solution <E>(£) E T to (A.I) so that $(£) satisfies <[>'(£) — $(£)£(£). 
Define ±(£) = <&(£ + co) then,
(t) — iEft -f- to) — $(£ -T u?)ft(£ + cu)
therefore T(£) = <L(t + co) E T is also a solution of (A.I). Let Y( t) = \I/(t)4>‘“1(£) 
and note that ^ <!>_:l(£) = —ft(£)<&_1(^) thus,
y'(t) = + ®(t)| <rf(f)
= ^ (OCW*-1^ ) + ®(t)(-?(t)<E>-l(t)) = 0.
Therefore Y( t) E F is a nonsingular matrix independent of t, Y( t )  =  Y (0) = <E>(o;) := 
M, say. Hence we can write
$(i + o/) = Af$(t). (A.2)
1 0 1
M  € T is known as the monodromy matrix and its eigenvalues are the so called 
Floquet multipliers.
Since the exponential mapping exp : LT —» T is surjective we can express M  = 
exp(u>I<), where I< e  LT is a constant matrix. With this identification we can 
decompose the solution matrix $(£). Define Pi t) = exp(—t K ) $ ( t ) £ T then
P(t + u) = exp (— (t + w)K)$(t + u) = exp(— (t + u?)iT)M<I?(t)
= exp(—{t + a))K) exp(u}K)$(t )  = exp(—t K ) $ ( t )  — P(t).
So P{t) is cu-periodic and nonsingular, since &(t) and exp(—t K ) are, hence we have 
the decomposition
§(t) = exp ( tK)P(t ) .
□
1 0 2
D e r i v a t i o n  o f  N o r m a l  F o r m s
In this appendix we give a calculation of the Normal Forms for 50(3) and S E (3) 
using the procedure described in Section 6.2.
B . l  5 0 ( 3 )  N o r m a l  F o r m  R e d u c t i o n
Let g e 50(3). Recall the skew product equations,
g =  g£,{z,x) (B.l)
2 = /(2, A),
where V is a finite dimensional vector space / : V xl —» V and £ : V xl —+ L50(3) 
are smooth maps, with /(0, 0) = 0. Since we are considering a Hopf bifurcation we 
have V = C and L — d/(0,o) — iu)b. We first consider the nonresonant case.
B .1 .1  5 0 (3 )  N o n r e s o n a n t  N o rm a l  F o rm
We wish to compute the action of €> on the basis elements of Pk(z). In complex coor­
dinates these elements are 3x3 skew symmetric matrices whose entries are monomials 
of order k. It is sufficient to consider hffz), h2(z) and h3(z), given by
/ 0 z klz k2 0 \ ( 0 0 z k i~2k2 \
h i(2) = 0 0 , h2(z) = 0 0 0
V 0 0 0 J V - ~Zk<2 0 0 /
/ 0 0 0 \
h3(z) = 0 0 z kl~zk 2
V 0 ~ z kl t 12 0 J
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where Ay + k2 = A, for all Ay, A2 £ Z+. 
We have
(d/ii)zLz = (dhi)zicobz
(  0 iu)bzklz k2(ki — k2) 0 )
—iubz klz k2(ki — k2) 0 0
0 0 0V
Hence
m f i z )  =  h f z ) m  - m h i ( z )  ~  (dhi)zLz
/ 0 —icjbz klz k2( k i ~ k 2) 0 ^
iu)bzklz k2 (ki — k2) 0 0
0 0 0V
Similarly for h2(z) and h3(z)
(B.2)
(B.3)
/
<S>h2(z) = z klz k2
0
0 0 
^ «uy(Ay - k2) —u r
(  0 0
0 —iujfiki -  k2) ^
§ h 3(z) =  zklz k2
UJr
0
-UJr
J
\
(B.4)
(B.5)0 0 —iujb(ki — k2)
y u r iu)b{k\ — k2) 0 J
We can identify h(z) with R3. With this in mind we first note that <bh\(z) 
is independent from { § h 2(z) , <f>h3(z)} and spans hfiz) = R except when Ai = 
k2. Furthermore { § h 2(z) , ®h3(z)} spans {h 2(z) , /i3(j?)} = and are linearly 
independent if
ujr ± (Ai — k2)ub fi 0.
If this condition holds a basis for the complement H2k is
(  0 ( z z f  0 \
(B.6)
— (zz )k 0 0
0 0 0 J
whereas H2k+i is the trivial space.
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Consequently the normal form of (B .l)  is
R = R ( 4 ( 0 , 0 )  +  M (zz ) ) , (B.7)
where
/ 0 cur 0 / 0 a(zz) 0 \
6 (0,0) = —UJr 0 0 and M ( z z ) = — a(zz) 0 0
\ 0 0 0 ) I 0 0 0 J
B .1 .2  5 0 (3 )  R e s o n a n t  N o r m a l  F o rm
Now assume that u r + m u b = 0 for some m > 0. We follow the same procedure as 
for the nonresonant situation. The action of on the basis elements h\{z), h2(z) 
and h3{z) of Pk{z) yields the same matrices as given by (B.3), (B.4) and (B.5). 
Recall that $>h2 and <M3 spans all of IR2 if ujr ±  mub f  0. Let m = k\ — k2 then 
at a resonance cor + mcub = 0. If m  > 0 then the monomials associated with this 
resonance condition are zm(zz )k2. These are terms which are not in the span of 
{ $ h 2(z) , 4>/i3(.z)}, hence a basis for a complementary space to {®h2{z) , <M3(z)} 
is
( 0 0
0 0
i — zm{zz)k2 0
Therefore the normal form of (B.l) is
l( zz )k2  ^
0 
0
(  0 0
0 0
 ^0 — zm(zz)k2
R =  R< ft(0, 0) + M nr(zz) + Mr{z) (B.8)
where
( 0 u r 0 ^ ( 0 a(zz) 0 ^
«o,o) = —u r 0 0 5 M nr{z) — — a(zz) 0 0
^ 0 0 ° )
ooo
( 0 0 zmb
and M r(z) = 0 0 zmc
I - 2'mb(zz) + c.c. —zmc{zz) + c.c.
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B . 2  S E ( 3 )  N o r m a l  F o r m
The skew product equations for S E (3) are
R  =  RZ(z, A) (B.9)
S =  Rk(z,A) (B.10)
2 = /(2, A).
where fc : € x R -> I 3 with k(0,0) = (0,0, r0)r and £(0,0) = rj0.
Since the rotations are independent of translations, the normal form of (B.9) 
is described in Section B.l. The normal form for the translation variable can be
calculated in a similar fashion. As usual we consider the nonresonant case first.
Before proceeding we require the following result from [22] [Chapter XIV, Lemma 
3.1],
Lemma B.l. Let g : C to C be a real analytic mapping and z E C. Then in z, z 
coordinates the 2x2 Jacobian matrix dg of g has the following form
, i \ dg dg~(dg), z = - z  +  m z.
B .2 .1  N o n r e s o n a n t  T r a n s la t io n s
Assume that u)r is not an integer multiple of ub. We consider the following elements 
of Pk( z ) e L R 3,
{rfiz) =  z klz k2ei | ki + k2 = k, i = 1,2, 3},
where e* has 1 in the £’th entry and zero in the other components.
The action of T upon these elements yields,
§ n ( z )  =  - A ( 0 ) r i ( z )  - i u b( d r f zz
. \ \ . ,dri  dr\_.= - A { 0 ) n ( z )  -  ^ b(— z + f fx z )
_ z klz k2 (iujb(k2 — k f  , u)r , 0)T.
$ r 2(z) =  z kxz k2(~-ujr , iwb(k2 -  k f , 0)T.
$ r 3(z) = z klz k2( 0 , 0 , iu)b(k2 -  k f ) T.
Where we have computed (d r f zz using Lemma B.l.
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Now note that <&r3(z) is independent of {<f>ri(¥) , <hr2(z)} and spans {^(z)} 
except when ki =  k2. Also, { $ r i ( z ) , $ r 2(z)} spans {rf iz) , r2(z)} = R 2 and are 
linearly independent if
u)r ± (k2 — £y)ay fi 0.
Therefore a complementary subspace to {$ri(z)ei\ z = 1,2,3} is
Hk = (0 , 0 , ( z z f ) ,
and the normal form for translations is
/  0 \
Sn — Rn 0
y r0 + a(zz) )
(B.12)
where Rn E 50(3) is the solution to the normal form of (B.9) (cf. Equation (B.7)). 
B . 2 . 2 R e s o n a n t  T r a n s la t io n s
Now suppose we have a mth order resonance, ay (A) + may (A) — 0, for some m  > 0. 
Let us define m  ~  k \ —k2. The normal form reduction follows the same path as in the 
non resonant case. But now we find that the monomials z m{zz)k2 are not in the span 
of {Qrfiz) , ^ 2(2:)}, hence a basis for a complementary space to (<E>ri(2:) , T>r2{z)}  
is,
(zm(zz)k2 , z m(zz )k2 , 0)T.
Consequently the normal form for resonant translations is
(  z ma(zz) + c.c ^
Sres — Rres Zmb(zz) + C.C , 
y r0 + c(zz)
where R res is the solution to the resonant normal form for 50(3) (B.8).
(B.13)
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